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Introductory Note
In the preparation of this thesis, a com -
parative study was made of i"oe''s critical writings,
his formal literary productions, and commentaries
of others, in order to arrive at an estimate of
the consonance between Poe f's literary standards
and his application of them in his significant
fields* The attitude was meant to be constructive,
as far as appeared reasonable; emphasis of ele "
ments, in extent and manner of treatment, was
guided by; emphases in his own "ideal* scheme of
values, primarily centering in the poetic instinct
of man*

PQE'S APPLICATION OP HIS CRITICAL STANDARDS
The investigation! of Edgar Allan Poe if s achievement demands
wariness. One must be on guard to maintain a balance and pro-
portion of view, that will not throw a cloud of irrelevancy,
conjecture, or special pleading over the Intrinsic factors of
his art. His high rank. - quite unique to this day„ for an
American - in the literature of the world as well as of the
United States, commands attention in its own right; at the
same time, he has recorded many observations on his role of
authorship that are both telling and acceptable.
There are many interesting problems * not deriving essentially
from the content of Poe's best work, which are legitimate enough
in their place, along with the many that are not* They include
various traditional bones of contention. For the purposes of
this study, which deals with the exemplification by Edgar Allan
Poe in his art, of his formal literary principles, most of
these controversies may be set aside, although some, shown In
their proper light, may be indicated.
uluch is often said about his alleged "borrowings" from others,
both in his criticism and in his productions of art* Poe is
quite self-conscious about this, one of the common literary/
bugbears of the day* Often enough does he defend himseif against
^nd hurl at others; the charge of plagiarism, while a whole suc-
cession of later commentators have sought to map for Poe a

2motley genealogy. He htt a definite theory of coaDination and
transmutation of literary sources, a traditional method, which
need not delay us here; apart from this, he denounces, perhaps
hypocritically, the actual "crime of theft" 1 in literature,
where an author parades what he Knows he aas stolen, even though
the latter has changed the words a little? Thus, also, does Poe
treat "pretensions to learning" - a fault of which his own lib-
erality with pedantic and occult references in the course of hi©
writing might make him suspect. Perhaps he himself was one of
those little encyclopedic pilferers he decried3 ; however, if
in pungently lampooning^ this contemporary vice he was insincere
the scholarllness of his own petty ""borrowings" will not be de-
bated at this juncture.
Again, we need not consider hypothetical pathology as to his
personal life. True enough, his feverish, haunted existence
obviously tinged his work. "Poor Poe", we may cry indeed, as we
reflect on his struggles and misfortunes, and observe the nar-
cotic flush of some of his writings - he was the "unhapplest,
the moot gifted singer of them all!:" Poverty and the muses, It
should be noted, are not the most congenial of company, although,
jesting, Poe once remarked the opposite? Still, it is fruitless,
as well as naive, to take the viewpoint of a psychiatric doctri*-|
X
Poe, E.A., " The Works of Edgar Allan Poe". Harpers, N.Y. and
London, 1914. Most critical quotations will be from this text,
and, for brevity, will be referred to by the name of the select-
ion and vol. no. in the collection described. "Iflarginalia" , Vol.
VII, #18?, p. 171. dC. Anthon, Vol. V, pp. 74-6. ^Plnakldla "
*"How to Write a Blackwood Article ", "A Predicament11 &Dow, D*,
"Dark Olory.7 Parrar and Rinehart, N.Y.7 1931, p. 22. 6in "Liter-
atF7 Vol.V, T. Ward, p. 342.

naire, expounding the lurid tenets of a cult.
Let us not be misled, either, by the defects of the hackwork
that perforce had to surround the coherencies of Poe^ better
effortB - the alleged petty speciousness, local dishonesty,
exaggerations, ephemeralness, personal animosities. The reader
who gleans judiciously will find an ample reward. Poe*s social
views, such as his prejudices against "mass rule 1*, need not
detain us, any more than should his troubles with the "Frogpond-
ians", et al., interesting enough as the latter are to the liter-
ary historian.
In this latter connection, the important fact worth remember-
ing is that he definitely and wisely eschews mere popularity as
a norm. 1 The mediocrity of the mob is debasing. Further, the
critic must not be afraid to speak boldly and plainly, while
q
exercising charity and moderation. The acid tendency Poe often
reveals, particularly in his Dunciads, does not argue an a priori
negative attitude; like a good drill-master, the critic takes
excellence for granted, and has a mission. He felt the United
States was maturing, and could stand self-examination; 4 "'the
nationality of self-respect"? he saw approaching (with a gpod
word for the South thrown in6 ), although he was still able to
say, "as a literary people, we are a vast, perambulating humbug".
Self-confident progress, he believed, was attainable?
Poe's literary range is narrow. His genius often reveals
1See C. Lever, Vol. VII, pp. 1-13, and "Marginalia", ib. ,#19, pp. 67
-8. 2See "Literati",Vol.V,L.0sbarn,pp.88-9; R^Griswold, p. 100.
^DlckenSjVol.VII^p.ae-?. *Longfellow,Vol.VI,p.i4©;"MarK." rVol.

4more of consistency with himself than with the general run of
humanity. When he arrives at the bounds of the highest art, he
has reached what is to him "'psychal 1*, and thus - inexpressible.
Here, one deals with "shadows of shadows 111 that are of "exquisite
delicacy"? as if partly glimpsed out of this world in a condition
neither sleep nor wakefulness, "when the bodily and mental health
are in perfection" 3 (To such extent enters the biographical and
personal aspect we have mentioned.) To him, "My Heart Laid Bart*
is a book that will never be written* Thus* he strikes us more
"as a prophet than as a philosopher"5 and seems to be motivated
rather by temperament than training? In garnering the essence
of his literary criticism, and then considering his works in re-
lation to them, one is left undecided as to whether he molded
his works by his principles, or vice versa. It is not worth the
effort to try to decide. What is important is that the body of
his assembled Judgments is revelatory and significant. He
assigns a high place to the practice of literary criticism; al-
though his own critical tone varies, he manifests an appropriate
conception of critical elements, and in his best is fair and
empirical*
If the actual basis of his principles may appear somewhat
nebulous, he is most explicit as to the consonance between theory
and practice, between theorist and practicioner. Whatever the
chronological order of precedence of each* "theory and practice:
J»
2
» 3 »*Marglnalia", Vol. VII, #16, pp.64-&. 4Ib., #41, p.84
°Shanks,E.B.,"Poe". Macmillan, London* 1037, p. 154 °Wendell,B.,
"i Uterarv History Anteriftafl Chas. Scribner's, N.Y., 1001

5art In so ouch one that the former implies or includes the lat-
ter. A theory Is only ©>od as such in proportion to its reduci-
billty. to practice. If the practice fail, it is because the
theory is imperfect? 1 Again* "To say that a critic could not
have written the work which he criticises, is to put forth a
contradiction in terms'.1 Obviously, Poe is here speaking as a
perfectionist*
There is one word which must be grasped and retained firmly
from the very start in any consideration of Poe; to that ele-
ment which it describes are referable the strands of the supreme
genius of the man. That word is "ideality*. It means: "the
enthusiastic appreciation of the beautiful. 3 This is his touch -
stone, this his ruling passion. Herein are lodged the secrets
of his inmost being,, hence flow the most anomalous and the most
superb disclosures of his artistry. It hues the cast of his
spirit, it shapes the mould of his dogmas, it fires the crucible
of his words.
Ideality is of the soul, and thus, to him in its truest sense
undefinable. However, with this postulate first made, he pro-
ceeds to lay down lucid and positive formulas. BeautJ* is har-
mony, equality, but of a sort transcending the merely mathema.t^
leal. Beauty is man's supreme object, because it is one with
the soul*s supreme object; being a "denizen of the universe?5
man derives happiness from the expectation of the full happiness*
his soul will attain when it embraces the full harmony. Thus,
Itfiekens, Vol.VII ,p.25. 2 "Marginalia", Vol.VII,#£73,p.fc&«. 3lb.
„

6there is a craving , and a resultant quest , for beauty. Poe
formulates his definition of art as follows? "the reproduction
of what the senses perceive in nature through the veil of the
soul?* The artist's highest faculty, as a result, is that of
taste ; intellect, which is powerless before the Inexpress-
ible, and the moral faculty, which is but directive in nature,
are concomitants. Mere feeling is below any of these. All„ how-
ever, have their places in the hierarchy of art. Such a theory
Is certainly not HArt for Art r s Sake" - there are too many
reservations - but it does have the elements of a grand romanti-
cism.
The means which Ideality employs to approach Beauty is
imagination. Here is another basic concept in Poe * s theory.
Imagination is creative, not in the strict sense of making, some-
thing out of nothing, a privilege which he recognizes is given
to no artist? but in the broad sense of combination and novelty,
with a unique undercurrent of "suggestive indefinltiveness"
meaning. Dynamic and suffusing,, "giving its own hue, its own
character to everything It touches, and, especially, self - im-
pelled to touch everything"4 , its methods are obvious, its mas-
tery hard of achievement. Its resources are inexhaustible?
though good sense ever moderates it. Strangeness, unexpected-
nesa, originality, invention,, the unknown, the uncomprehended -
> the catalogue of synonyms is his own^ - these are all equivalent
1lb., #76, pp. 107-8 3 eg.:"Pancy and Imagination", Vol. VI, p.223;
"Marginalia *, Vol .VII, #31, pp. 7&-6. 3N«Hawthorne, Vol.V, p. 288 4C.
Lever,Vol. VII, p.ll 5 "Marginalia 1*, Vol.VI I, #214, p. 104 BThus,
"Marginalia", ib.
, #10, p. 61 ; "Longfellow 1 s Ballads" , Vol. VI , p.3U
;
and see N.Hawthorne, Y™1 V> .

to his idea of imagination, but the agency he describes is an
active, selective principle which produces from previously ex-
isting, deformity or- harmony an "ideal" harmony.
This last conclusion brings us to Foe's fundamental doctrine
of the channels whereby imagination manifests itself in itsquest
for beauty - the doctrine of matter and form! Unusual matter and
ordinary form* or vice versa*, or unusual matter and form bath*
are the possible combinations in which the aegis of imagination
is beheld. The magical influence of the artist will thus pro-
p
duce some outstanding effect - one which, will awake in the re-
sponsive soul a convincing and enduring realization of beauty.
Bearing in mind the position of the soul as the object of the
author's address, Foe decides that this effect, produced* in its
most, successful form, is to be brief and intense. We seek, he
declares* to elevate, by exciting, the soul; but since, through
"psychal necessity", all excitements are transient/ this eleva-
tion must have the qualities of intensity and brevity * without
overdoing them to the point of painfulness. However limited
this view may seem, we should remind ourselves that, as has been
said, he is less a philosopher than a prophet, and that, within
his range* such as it is* there is at least consistency with his
postulates*
Such are the main threads of his beliefs?. Ideality stimu-
lates the soul in the latter^s quest for beauty, through the
enlivening "creations" of the imagination* Variously combining

matter and form, the imagination produces brief and intense
effects that, give the soul profound, flashing hints of the hap-
piness toward which it tends. Of course, there are many sub-
ordinate derivations from these principles, which will appear
as we follow through the development of the leading: character -
istics i
By design and accomplishment, he is primarily a poet. Poetry
is, to him, logically the supreme realm where ideality 1^ efful-
gence glows as with an angelic radiance; hi© "Poetic Principle"
is the human, aspiration for supernal beautyi Poetry iss *the
rhythmical creation of beauty/" 2 1 rhythmical,because music gives
us angelic echoes,, and thus is linked to the supernal quest
of man^s immortal nature; rhythm* however,, just as beauty,
transcends the merely; mechanical or mathematical
, in thie man-
ner furthering the general aim of poetry to elevate,by exciting,
the soul4 He freely grants the difficulty of framing a precise
definition of poetry - it ie a "metaphysical matter"5-, but
holds that he is actually synthesizing the general > basic view?
"Mankind have seemed to define Poesy/ in a thousand* and In a,
thousand conflicting, definitions* But the war is only one of
words." 7
'
The poetic genius embraces all the realms of mind? at least
potentially/9 ; to prose* is relegated all that does not primarily
1,t!The Poetic Principle" *Vol. IV,p.a$. 2ib.,p. 10. ^hua.see Long -
fellow's Ballads", Vol.VI. 4"T^ Poetic Principle", lb. >p.JU 5 "Mar-
ginalia"
Vol
Vol
gestione" rVol.VI I, pp.213-6
.
6

come under the faculty of taste, as we have explained it- First
place in the field of prose is assigned to the prose tale! De-
spite this separation of scope, however* many of the dominant
qualities we have mentioned will be seen running through both
the poetry and the prose of Poe. Inasmuch as his poems and tales
are, in his own Judgment and that of time, his major literary
contributions, they are the main subject of this discussion, in
that order.
"X have reached these lands but newly. ..
From a wild, weird clime that lleth. sublime,
Out of SPACE - out of TIME.*2
Here is that note of awfpome mystery that rings in Foe's
heart as his spirit turns toward that realm where he senses
1,1 the music of the spheres'" Somewhere, "Out of SPACE - out of
TIME? resides that beauty which is to be our portion* Im terms
of what man can perceive, it is the role of the poet to convey,
by idealizing those perceptions* a suggestion of what lies be-
yond*
"Away - away - 'mid seas of rays that roll
Empyrean splendor o^er the unchained soul — *
And the exultant bard seeks to catch the note of IsrafeX -
"Whose heart-strings are a lute." 5
Inevitably, then, we must find a strain of deep pathos. The
consuming hope of the soul* finding Itself at a barrier, Just as
It catches a hint of unearthly exaltation* is chilled with a
pang of dejection. Thus Psyche* the soul of Poe:
*N. Hawthorne, Vo1 .V»p
.
2V6 . r 2 "Dream-Land" , "Works
?
p . 968 . 3 "A1
Aaraaf",ib.,p.996. *ibid. °p.971

"In terror she spoke, letting sink her
Wings until they trailed in the dust -
In agony sobbed, letting sink her
Plumes till they trailed in the dust -
^
Till they sorrowfully trailed in the dustS'
Then, with a start, he hollowly reminds himself:
If I could dwell
Where Israfel
Hath dwelt, and he where I,
He might not sing so wildly well
A mortal melody,
While a bolder note than this mjght swell
Prom my lyre within the sky. "2
Thus, he indicates the paradox of the elusive beauty which is
the artisfs goal; it is a "phantom"3 - ever is it attended by
a poignant melancholy that symbolizes the soul^s inability in
its present state to fulfil its destiny. Yet, this pathos is not
4
pain, for ideality relieves it. This concept he sets forth re-
peatedly in his dicta, and makes it the dominant factor in his
best composition. As a result, the pervasive tone is quite
unique. However much it may or may not coincide with the general
feelings of the human race, there is a haunting enchantment pro-
duced that definitely has appeal; the Impression of palnfulness
being kept within bounds, it is a "pleasurable sadness" 5 that is
sought. Worthy of note, in view of the importance of melancholy
in his own work, is his emphatic statement that pathos alone
is by no means enough for the highest art. He wants subdued
emotion, along with loveliness of surrounding elements.
We stated, above, the inferior place of mere feeling in Poe^s
1 2-3
4"Ulalume",lb.,p.953. p. 972 "Longfellow's Ballads" , Vol.VI, p.211
"Marginalia",Vol.VII,#212, p. 192. 5wThe Poetic Principle", Vol. IV,
p.l4. cB.Barrett,Vol.VI,p.271. 7A-Welby,Vol.V,p.307

hierarchy of art; passion, being of the heart, is inferior to
the attributes of the soul, and mere sentiment, it goes without
saying, is below even passion2 . Now, though he admits to passion
a certain amount of reverence (as to his passion for writing
poetry) 3 , he is moved to declare that "a passionate poem is a
contradiction in terms"4 . This attitude should be borne in mind
when considering how Poe generally concretizes the spirit of
"pleasurable sadness".
This last he most typically does in. the association of a
beautiful woman with death. As he explains in "The Philosophy
of Composition" and elsewhere, this is to him the moat- melan -
choly topic which is at the same time closest to beauty. Again,
more than superficial analysis is demanded* He does say that
love is "the purest and truest of all poetical themes. At the
same time, the ordinary conception of love is to him a. mere
passion at best, and thus below the scope of poetry. His pres-
entation of love, even where the emphasis is less unhappy, is
fully ia line with the concepts set forth. Indeed, "In none of
Poe"s works do we find one sentence, one little allusion based
7
upon sexual love."
The classic example, to which he gives so much attention
in hie "Philosophy of Composition", as being typical of his
method, is that "rare and radiant maiden, whom the angels name
Lenore", of "The Raven". The lover's consummate yearning;
lcf."The Poetic Prlnciple" aJ.R. Lowell. Vol.VI. o.88. 5"Preface to
184© Poems",Vol.lV >p.lll.Cf.ftlngerlch . S F . ,
"
Cone ep
t
of' Beauty in
Shelley. Keats. Poel'U.of Mich. Pubs -Lang.and Lit. , Vol. 8. pp. 160-194
(1033).4A f Welby,VoUV, p. 307. 5"Poet,Pr . ".Vol. IV. p. 25 . 6cf . "Marg?,
Vol .VI I,#100, p. 173:. "Ewers,H. , Poe* ( tr . ) pueboci;N , 1 01.7 *p.40
'

impels his soul to seek again the beauty of his departed love,
in a nether-world, of psychic mystery, amid thoughts of halm
in Gllead, invisible Seraphim, etc. Again, in "Lenore", which
he calls an elegiac uttering "the notes of triumph 1*1 (as in his
early "Taean"1 ) , we have a picture of "the queenliest dead that
ever died so young -•••the doubly dead in that she died so
young." 2 From the "grief and groan"' of the "damned Earth" her
sweet soul goes to joy; young, unappreciated* beautiful„ and
noble, she passed on, with life's aura still about her hair,
though her eyes were dead, in a repose that should not be dis-
turbed by even the tolling of a bell.
"To Helen" gives the reader an intense and moving vision of
the haunting eyes in which sorrow,, beauty, hope, love, and
spirit commingled surpassed, and at the same time saddened, the
charm of moon; and landscape. The mournful, yet pleasingly
affecting mood of this poem is expressed in the line:
"How dark a woe I Yet how sublime a hope!" 3
'"Ulalume" strikes again that note of oddly-conJoined ec -
stasy and dejection, here centering it typically about the con-
ing;
c«pt of a lovely woman departed, and bring/lm the powerful idea
of his soul roaming with him through the baneful surroundings
of his beloved's tomb). It is the "ultimate flowering of his
strange super-mystic ism."4 The direct, vivid spiritual anguisfc
darkly lining his morning thoughts of heavenly Hope and Beauty
is superbly revealed In concentrated pathos*
_
"For Annie" has the less disconsolate emotion of ^enore^f*3op.clt.,p*©50 ^A.Welby.Vol.V.,?.^?. 30p.clt. ,p.946 \
4pow. op.elt. . d»«8S

sweetly and simply, It utters quiet relieff that
"...the fever called
"Living'
Is conquered at last1,' 1
while the author retains a prize in the memory of Annie "s love.
In that entrancing little ballad, "Annabel Lee*, once more he
gives voice to the pangs of the mourning lover,, in nightly vigil,
as he nurtures the memory
n 0f my darling - my darling - my life and my bride,
la the sepulchre there by the sea*
In. her tomb by the sounding sea^ 1*3
In that misty, yearning vision of departed love that Poe unveils
in "To One in Paradise*, the gripping feeling of loss prompts
him to cry,
"Ah, dream too bright to last I! 1,3
His magical "The Sleeper" gives a rich, compelling interpretation
of the theme of death conjoined to beauty, with nature in a mood
attuned* "isadore" wistfully recalls
"...the deep, untold delight.
Of Love s serenity.
We observe how naturally Poe develops from the association
of beauty with death that variant idea of "life-in-death*againat
- i?
the peculiar backdrop of his outlook, this runs through much of
his work in many forms, not always highly idealized. In the
bodily silence of the dead there is no meaning, but the silence
of the soul is laden with import* as he broods in his sonnet,
"Silence"* direly. The defiant mystery of death -
"
No moral alas, that magical sad sound
T" rTransforming all? 5
•op.cit. ,p.©7^. *p.958. *p.e62. p. 1025. "'To Zante",p.969
13

-agonizes him between extremes of despair and consolation,
"With the death upon her eyes
And the life upon her hair'i 1
The sensation of trance is strong as- the lover himself falls
into a cataleptic state, while his heart "sparkles with Annie'LS
"The Sleeper" conveys a typical impression of life-in-death.
And so on. Ever do we sense that nether-world, that in-between
state, its manifestations taking on many shapes. We sway be-
tween fear and hope. Echoes of past existence are blended with
intimations of the future. The life-in-death idea should be
borne in mind as a constant preoccupation of Poe"s.
Many of his poems depend upon means other than the associ-
ation of death with a beautiful woman to express the emotion
brought about by a sense of loss or elusiveness; the qualities
and aspirations of the soul are made more directly the subject
of interpretation. They are, in their depiction of tormented
realms of the spirit, at times stark and overpowering,; somewhat
related are the poems of lost dreams of youth. Here, we cle -
tect that same philosophy he has enounced, this time its
struggles and disillusionments being disclosed in a more gen-
eral sense. On occasion searingly or bleakly tragic, then
fondly wistful or resignedly saddened - he conveys his per -
Petual anxiety to surpass the frail limits of his nature*
Does he here more than once betray himself into rather
heavy-handed poesy7 At this point, another incidental bio -
graphical reference may be valid, in recalling the torn heartfc
that
**A Paean"', op. cit., p. 1024. 2op. cit., p. 975.

Poe bore within him during the vicissitudes of his personal life,
Common sympathy and understanding will give such alloy to our
appraisal as may be necessary.
"The Conqueror Worm" represents one extreme • the dark o»e-
of his regretful introspection. How can we reconcile its appar-
ently fiauche and unsavory aspect with, that "ideality", that
enthusiastic quest for "supernal loveliness", which Poe nobly
sets down as of the very fibre of his spirit? Does he, aiming
his arrow at the sun, let it fall into the mud* as the saying
goes? Here is more than melancholy - here is crushing grief,
it is claimed) here is not poignancy, but rather putrescence.
Yet, reconsidering, may we not also say that the scope of mortal
weakness takes on proportion from the Infinite extent of such
an ideal as Poe craves to embrace? The moods of the soul are
not static, but spiral-like, and at the lowest point the possi-
bilities of ascent may be obscured, but are still there* The
fitful tragedy of man, seen as in a shabby mime-play, with a
monstrous antagonist, is hardly in Itself inspiring, true;
yet, we have seen above that Poe understands pain Is to be
chastened, and though here he may have reached the bottom of the
spiral, with
"•••much of Madness, and more of sin,
And Horror the soul of the plot? 1
the score, faintly enough, even as"vermin fangs" are
*In human gore imbued"
,
and
"Out-out are the lighta-out allC"3
1 2
OP»clt. f p. 061 IblA. T
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still leaves the echoes of "The music of the spheres'.'
1
Shakespeare is not too far from Poe in the following lines,
though more explicitly hopeful:
"Poor soul, the centre of my sinful earth,
Pooled by theBe rebel powers that thee array,
...Shall worms* Inheritors of this exc*B8,
Eat up thy charge?1...
So shalt thou feed on Death, that feeds on men,
And, Death once dead., there's no more dying then"2
Again probing a darker realm of the spirit, he limns, in"The
Haunted Palace*, a picture that is ghastly, and yet nobly; po-
etic. As the magnificence of Thought *s domain is usurped by a
riot of degerfrates - who "laugh - but smile no more*, pause Is
fittingly and sadly given to our deepest reflections. The ma-
cabre demise of mlnd"s true province conveys a gnawing aware -
ness of human limitations; still, the grandeur of which the
mind is capable, though it be but "dim-remembered" in such a
state, is at the sane time compelllngly shown forth. A re-
lated tragic mood of the soul is presented in "The City in the
Sea"', as Poe seems to behold the ruinous, awesome abode of
death in the spirit. The sense of doom is embodied in the
appalling majesty of the damned world, as he grasps for con -
viction. However, to repeat, can we admit, in the movingly
offered basic outlook of these poems, the presence of an en -
thusiastic appreciation of the beautifulT For Poe, the an -
gelic echoes of beauty, that are the poet !l s truest inspiration
and the discords that are our lot, are emotionally intertwined^
though in the spiral fashion we mentioned. Thus, in "The Coliseunf1
,
i OM. despite theA op.cit.,p.960. 3 "Sonnets "
r
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apparent futility experienced through a sense of loss, the
spell-like message of the ruins fcaSJts its mighty dominion over
man* does carry a note of hope not unlike Shakespeare^s^Pro -
phetic sounds and loud arise forever,... from all Ruin, unto the wiqe'.1 .
In his poems of lost dreams of youth we find a more tender
and delicate quality, yet always the tone of mournful futility.
The melancholy is at times more pronounced (even like a demon1 )
than at others, but always it- colors a hopeful vision of beauti-
ful things*. In resolving his longings, he utters, but later
modifies to a question, the statement,
"All that we see or seem ~
Is but a dream within a dream?
In "The Happiest Day" and "Imitation", the bitter-sweet note
of youthful joy mixed with pain, still offers Poe the memory of
the closest glimpse into eternity that had been his meed.
*i Qave been happy, though as in a dream?'3
He discerns -
"a symbol and a token -
Of what in other worlds shall be -n4
Those intimations of previous existence, in a sort of in-between
world, which we mentioned previously, are frequently recurrent
here-
In other poems, the nervous charms of his Valley of Unrest,
or some magic isle* the shadowy fascination of a ghostly lake„
or the exotic, varying moods of the heaven© instil the same,
constant challenge in his soul* Always there is something; be-
yond, defying powers to fattoonu It transfuses the aspect of
all that presents itself to hlnu
1
"Alone" 3Op.clt.,p.960. 3 "Dreams",
;op.c it *„p. 1021. 4w,In Youfch I
Have Known One",
„ p-lipy» *a op » cl*-«» p»P*0 =======

To the task of finding this mysterious element has been, set
his faculty of "'ideality 1*. We have seen that the guiding
function of this element is actually manifested.
Let us make some examination, now, r of ttie instrumentality
of Imagination, in endowing his "ideal"' conception© with "cre«
ative" artistry. It is the purpose of the Imagination, as has;
been Indicated, to produce something new in the experience of
the artistic faculty, by apt and unusual combinations of
matter and. form4
•"Novelty" is Poe's starting point, and a constant passion
with him. It is to possess a ready and fecund versatility -
up to a point, for the process of novelty can itself lose no-
velty• Furthermore, unexpectedness alone la nothing more than
fancy (fantasy when disproportionate, and humor when to the
latter are added incongruity and antagonism) . The fundamental
distinction • one of degree - between imagination, and fancy,
with its subordinates^ lies in. "some undercurrent, however in-
definite, of meaning^T3 The key is in the "mystic* element, and
"mystic", to Poe, stands for "secondary expression*^
The broad novelty of subject-matter in. his serious poetry
is obvious from what we have seen of the range and direction
of these works in relation to ideality* The themes of death-
and-beauty, striking reminiscence, tragic realization,, etc*
are unique, often startling;,. Wrong; emphasis could turn some
into grotesques.Remarkable imaginative selection, is evident.
lN,Hawthorne,Vol.V,pp.288ff ^2N. Willis, Vol.
V
f pp.5i0--1 »
3
"Phl loso-
phy
=
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=
Composltlon"l,Vol..IV,p.I5^4,rFancy and Imagination", Vol. VI
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Not in every case are hie poems developed from the unconventiom
al as a basis, particularly in his lesser bits-, the distinctive
quality residing elsewhere. Thus, the subject-matter of the
fleeting passages of lover "s recollection or tribute, or the
somewhat matter-of-fact lines written as exercises of ths wit>
drawsupon fairly commonplace materials* "To My Mother", "To P-S
S. 0-D" illustrate the simple love-verses, not particularly
original in idea?An. Enigma." and "A Valentine" demonstrate the
more playful side-flashes. The pointedly gay or touchingly
ironic moods of "Bridal Ballad" and "Song" deal with well-known
topics. We may remark, in passing* as to his noteworthy "Hymn."
(to Mary) that the form of other-worldliness exhibited here,,
though traditional in itself* departs from the usual run in his
own writings.
In viewing; the close details of the imaginative pattern,,
it must be remembered that the many aspects conspiring to the
same end re-inforce one another, and that their complete func-
tion is exercised in combination. Inasmuch as imagination
goes far beyond mere externals, there is, as it were, a chemical
reaction leading to the desired result. However, it is possible
the
to follow through individually some of/devices and embellish -
ments - many of which, are truly superb in execution. Adhering
to his own dicta, Poe goes beyond mere superficiality; his suc-
cess in translation, abroad, demonstrates, as C* A# Smith1 points
out, flUnaastrxfcss tke "innate beauty* and "residual charm* con-
tained in his works.
1,1Edgar Allan Poe ".How to Know Him" . Bobbs-Merrlll Co., Indian-
apolis rt92t„ r -tft
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Poe assigns particular value to the use of symbolism, in
figurative representation, as one of the means by which ima -
glnation acts. Its role is secondary; that is, it must not
"overwhelm',"1,and the virtues of "apposlteness and accuracy "ire
essential, though imaginative boldness is retained. The sub) -
jective interpretation of nature is emphasized. Judicious use
4
of the method is a sign of true autorial skill.
In actual practice, Poe*s spirit of the novel, in associa-
tion with the undermeanings of the mystic "key*, finds here a
fundamental mode of expression. Whether by means of central
allegory or subordinate metaphors, he continually avails him-
self of the advantages of figures, according to the notions-
stated, with great effectiveness.-
This approach is eminently adapted to ultimate purpose in
the v/ondrous allegory of his soul in "trialume", the symbolic
dramatization of the Worm, the visualization of Mind's palace,
and of Death"s throne, the personification of the Raven as an
'"emblem. . .of ''Mournful Remembrance "" 5 the message of ancient
relics. Many times does he attribute to nature appropriate
sentient reactions, as especially in "To Helen'", "The Valley
of Unrest'," "To Zante", and "To the River.'"
1
H. Hawthorne, Vol. V, pp. 289-90.
2
k. Lynch, ibid., p. 170
3
n.b.: "Fifty Suggestions',' Vol. VII, #38, p . 220; and cf. W.
Bryant, Vol. IV, p. 281.
4
"Marginalia", Vol. VII, £215, pp.
195-6. 5Longfellow et al., Vol. VI, p. 138.
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Israfel's lute of heart-strings, the quest of Eldorado,
Romance as paroquet turned condor, the blasted islet of "'One
in Paradise" are other typical figures, excellently- employed.
The more subordinate use of metaphorical expressions, in
the development of his themes, offers many outstanding exam-
ples, the significance imparted doing much to enhance the
whole. Thus, in "Lenore", "Ah, broken is the golden bowl Is*
(of his love)* in "Eulalie", "My soul was a stagnant tide".
Others are: "a crystalline delight" ("The Bells"'), "shadowy
sounds" ("Al Aaraaf"), "the springs of lore" ("The Coliseum"),
the "storms of fate "( "Hymn") , the "venom" of "pride" ("The
Happiest Day")
.
More direct comparisons are frequent, as concreteness of
detail in various forms is brought into constant association
with the ethereal and spiritual in his poetry* Although he
dislikes bare simile1
, he endows this device often with rich
illustrativeness in his own work, in a manner conducive to
the purposes of the imagination as he understands it* "Forms
like a ghastly rapid river" ("The Haunted Palace"), ""Thy
classic brow like lilies white" ("To Isadore");, "thy beauty
...Like those Nicaean barks of yore" ("To Helen"), "Thine
eyes ...Like starlight on a pall" ("To -")), "clouds that
hung, like banner** ("Tamerlane");, "love... like rain" (in-),
lvSome comparisons are less explicit' stated. The similarity
of violets to eyes is touching in- "The Valley of Unrest"'*
The passage in "To One in Paradise" where he speaks as the
l
"Fancy and Ima^natlnn", VP1 -TT,P*aa°:
f-1
sea to the sands is arresting. In. "A Dream Within a Dream" is
a telling example of sand slipping through the fingers as ex. -
pressing unreality.
Related to the use or symbols and comparisons la the element,
of contrast. Poe stresses the value of good contrast, and re-
peatedly applies this principle* Emphasis, novelty/, ancL sug-
gestion are ends that are thus furthered. He himself notes the
effective contrast provided, by the Raven's ridiculous entrance,
and, in regard to the same poem, indicates the contrast between
the storm and the chamber, as well as between the color of the
bird and that of the bust of Pallas^ In "The Coliseum"' ancient
glory is brought to mind in the contrasts of hero and column,
eagle and bat, gilded hair and reed, monarch and lizard*. In
"To Helen"1 we note the roses alive and dying, and the moon con-
trasted with the couch of cloud* In "Ulalume" we are startled,
by
"a liquescent
And nebulous lustre*
as opposed to the mist, tarn, and ghoul-woodi. The many moods of
"The Bells" are in thrilling oppositions Of course, his basic
poetic ideas, as we have seen, are founded on certain great and
enduring contrasts in the varying states of the soul-* Accord-
ingly, it is natural that his works should be replete with de-
rivative contrasts.
In the various references we have made, and generally, in hla
writings, the richness of fertile imagery/ is constantly 1w
X
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evidence. The range, vividness, and appropriateness of his
images are among the truest indications of his genius. It has
been said that his poetry cannot properly be visualized1 ; still,
without question, he makes a powerful address through the senses
to the ultimate factor of "ideality", even though the latter
defies our mortal condition- Note how well aware Poe is of that
paradox whereby, in one sense, "the tawdry gew-gaws of art"2can
nature,
never really approach / , and yet, in another, can. improve
on nature by idealizing it.3 Here, again., is the theory of in-
definiteness in Imagination. In any event, salient, vivid de-
tails, springing from the element of novelty in imagination*
and at the same time harmonized according to the final end, are
fundamental. Thus, excellent is the impression of ""Evening,
Star", with its "distant fire" and the moon's "colder lowly
light. "In "To Isadore", masterful images are typically drawn
from the realm of nature, in combination with the beautiful-
woman concept: "the sunset r s fringe of gold 1*, "shadows on the
silent snows", "quiet moonlight".. "'Al Aaraaf"' is full of
exotic beauty in the aura of heavenly manifestation that ia
shown. The wild visions of"Dream-Land" through majestic imagery
well depict, in Poe's haunted mode>the realms of night*
These images, plus all devices of background, are of the
greatest importance, under Poe's theory of suggestion, in the
weaving of atmosphere. That pervasive, Lingering spell of
locale and half-utterances, so individual to his style, depends
on a wealth of Inferred detail originating in various ways.
I Wendell, B., op. c it. ^Longfellow, et al. , Vol. VI, p. 128 3cf. Y,The
Domain of Amhelm" . "Wnrka? r.ftftfl

In his critical analysis of the methods of weaving atmosphere,
Poe calls attention to the merits of "a close circumscription
of space" * - not to be "confounded with mere unity of place",
which will be as "a frame to a picture", giving the effect of
"insulated incident"
1
; if it is possible to have beauty of
surrounding* as well (physical images) 2 , the result will be
notable. In any event, no opportunity must be slighted in
investing with, a cloak of mood the separate features of a poem.
For example, in wThe Raven, as he himself Indicates , we find
how important in the construction of this work is such treatment.
antique surroundings
The confined, intriguing, /with the weird effects of light and:
shadow,, highlight the startling events and out-of-this-worid
speculations at the mystery-laden hour of midnight. Again., mid-
night in "The Coliseum" is pregnant with undermeaning as the
suggestions so richly intertwined help to produce a kind of
solemn recital in the crumbling confinement of the ruins* The
"enchantedi garden" of "To Helen", superbly uniting "circumscrip-
tion of space" with loveliness of surroundings
,
helps strikingly
to fire a train of speculations that are to continue, not only
In "Ulalume*"
on Poe's "lonely pathway home that night"1 , but for always *$he
vital role of swamp and wood, dolefully accentuating the
mysteries of night and the sorrows of deatH, outstandingly exem-
plifies the effect of atmosphere
i
"Then my heart grew ashen and sober-
^
As the leaves that were crisped and sere^"
"Philosophy of Composition" , Vol. V, p. 12. *Longfellow's Ballads",
Vol. VI, p. 217. 3 "Philosophy of Composition", op-cit. 4 "Works", p. 054
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A gpod illustration of atmosphere is seen in "The Sleeper",
^ where the confinement of Irene's chamber and the slumbering*
but foreboding, charms of landscape, again under a "mystic moon,'
exemplify the principles of background- Similarly, in "To Isa-
dore", the combination of cottage door, beauty of lilac, etc.
is consistent with the method prescribed. Incidentally, it
is to be noted how Poe's predilection for night-time scenes
is in line with, the melancholy note in ideality, which was
discussed above.
In the above considerations on symbolism, comparison, con-
trast, imagery, and atmosphere, as fulfilling, the imaginative
requirements of novelty and suggestion, we notice how the ex-
amples presented are supplementary to one another in function.
As matter and form are variously combined, definite patterns
emerge, . in which the various devices are interdepend-
ent. In this manner Poe is consciously directing the processes
of imagination according to his theoretical dictates, as we
have outlined them.
Let us now take up the technical word-artistry which, is
so exceptional a forte of Poe^s. Music - "the dependence upon
modulated expression" 1 - is to him the means by which- we
in this terrestrial state can closest- approach, to the supernal*
That poetIs mad who rejects its assistance. n2Pot*s*pre-
eminently structural ngenius * leads him to set/the ideal of
a studied, yet flexible, and tremendously expressive pattern
of sound- and word-arrangement* Some hold that his emphasis
la.Morris,Vol.VI,p*54. 2*Iongfellow 1 s Ballads"
,
Vol*-VI,p*212
'c.A.SmltlL* op* cilt,M p*fl4 -
c5
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of technique is too much for the present day} true enough; fttill,
however this may be, the inherent values of technique are dis~-
tintiv/ely brought out by Poe.
Quantity, meter, stanza, rhyme ^repetend'J^nd sound- to -sense
are all adjuncts carefully appraised and deftly applied by him.
He is no free-verse practitioner; but, although there are sys-
tems to be followed* the doctrine of novelty holds in this in-
stance as elsewhere, so that a refreshing, air of newness ever
2
permeates tradition
,
particularly in ballads* Rules exist,
but they are more a guiding principle in the shaping of novelty,
and never are given an autocratic place* There is a poetic
license in this respect, to a certain degree only; "The Rationale
of Verse" very clearly shows how he eliminates mere patterns
for their own sake. The best traditions of versification, in
other words, are given due regard, but are not to be allowed to
harden into a dead hand weighting down the forces of creatlveness
ever shown forth by the true poet» The rules he accepts are sim-
ple enough, and not very extensive.
Note how carefully he distinguishes melody from the realm of
the purely mathematical. The principle of music lies in the
"Perception of pleasure in the equality of sounds" , and though
he states that as a science versification is one-third meta -
Physics and two-thirds mathematics"4
, he points out that his
theories of imagination govern versification just as they do the
rest of poetry. No rule-of-thumb or set formulas can be the
1 Hibbard,C.A.
,
" The Book of Po e " . Doubl eday . Doran , and Co., Garden
City,N.Y.,I©a0.^cf .G.Morris, Vol.VT, p. 56. 5 "The Rationale. of
Verse 1*,Vo
Longfello
*, l. rv,p.a69» 4 ""Marginalia"' Vol.yiI,il97^p.l7B. 5^f- -
w et al.,Vol.VI»p.Xa3.1 a - s4-^^
(c
essences of that melody which, transcending mere harmony. Is seen
by him as as being man's closest approach to the supernal, and
which, under the form of the written word is the most nearly at-
tained in poetry. The artificer of Terse, he urges,, conceives
his technique as something far more than an external dress for
his words:; rather, it is part and parcel, perhaps the best part,
of the poet's endeavor. Hence, Poe developed the unmatched lilt,
fitness, and ease of his musical style, which has been one of the
chief sources of his fame4
The components of this style, in their interdependence,, re-
sist separation. In his outstanding combinations of usually
conventional modes, he is following again the lead of his doc-
trine on imagination. By this process, he maintains the purpose
of lifting the reader above the normal level of experience*
His methods, from a merely technical standpoint* are generally
obvious; they are often based on well-known types, including
sonnets. His suggestions for a simplified and somewhat altered
method of scansion are interesting, but not revolutionary; the
following wise statement is most pertinent: "Where verse Is
pleasant to the ear, it is silly^ to find fault with it because
it refuses to be scanned. 1*1 Important also is the fact that he
favors a conversational, continuous manner of reading. 2 All
useless "lumber* of pedantry is brushed aside.
In rhythm proper - the character of the feet,- he sees less
possibility of variety than in meter and stanza3 . With respect
lMRationale of Verse 1*, Vol. IV, p. 393. 2ibid.
, pp. 394-5
3
op*cit.
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to the substitution of feet, he declares that this practice,
though having a fanciful tendency, can he artistic.1 His general
advice is that the main pattern should be indicated before the
last foot of the first line2 ; however, he agrees that an initial
substitution can be justified by the demands of euphony. Celeri-
ty can be suggested by the addition of more syllables than are
in the characteristic foot - dactyls and anapaests are rapid; w
a measured spondaic beat gives slowness. 4 Catalectic syllables
are of value. 5 Thus, his doctrines are neither loose nor over-
strict.
His cadences are predominantly of the conventional iambic
type, but there are many mixed patterns, as well, together with
some specially adapted rhythms. The trochees of "The Raven"
and "The Bells" provide a good opportunity for emphasized cata-
lectic feet, while the anapaests of "Ulalume" and "Annabel Lee"
combine celerity with end-emphasis. Euphonious substitutions
of iambs start with the first foot in "Ulalume", and, similarly,
in "The Haunted Palace 1.1 In "Annabel Lee", substituted feet-
add vehemence:
I was a child and she was a child"
He himself points out vehemence in the substitution of trochees
in the first two feet of the following line from "Al Aaraaf:7
"Headlong thitherward oe'r the starry sea?
om the iambic in five lines of "Hymn" is m
8
The shift fr usical.
The intermingling of iambs and trochees in "The Valley of Unrest
1
ib. 2ib. 3 "Marginalia",Vgl.VII,#3C,pp.8a-5. 4ib. 5cf."The Philo-
sophy of Composition" . "Works" .p. 057. 7 "The Rationale of Verse"
8
op. clt.,p.i004
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fits the mood throughout. The addition of celerity in substitu-
tions is seen in the following:
"(Dim gulf!) my spirit hovering lies" 1 ;
"Nothing save the airs that brood
Over the magic solitude" 2 ;
"One from the pitiless wave?" 3 ;
"Is all that we see or seem 4
But a dream within a dream?"
Euphony and mood are served by the variations in "Tsrafel"; so
also in the clever "Evening Star" (rapid syllables in tune with
the spirit of the star) ; the later "To -" (almost conversational)
"Al Aaraaf"; "Bridal Ballad"; "In Youth I Have Known One"; "For
Annie"; etc.
Meter and stanza, according to the principle mentioned pre-
viously, are capable of special variations . The length of
a line is "entirely an arbitrary matter" Rafter the first two
feet? the extent of the separate verses and their arrangement
in stanza-form being governed by the poetic imagination. In
actual practice, Poe is often traditional enough in this regard,
and oftentimes displays great individuality, notably in the
various combinations of tyjtes according to the theme and emotion
being presented.
His line-lengths vary from two to eight feet, but numerically
are mostly of the briefer type, shorter than pentameters. In
"The Philosophy of Composition" he points out that the chief
nale of Verse", Vol. IV, p. 206.
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adapted successions of long lines, hinging on the brief pivotal
phrases. "The Bells" shows remarkable originality in the break-
ing-up of line- lengths and in stanzaic forma tioni; ranging from
eight to two feet in length., the verses are set down in a manner
most artfully attuned to the subject. The following excerpt
from "Eulalie" demonstrates his novel and sensitive methods of
balancing such elements:
""And never a flake
That the vapor can make
With the moon-tints of purple and pearl,
Can vie with Eulalie' s most unregarded curl -
Can compare with the bright-eyed Eulalie 's most humble and care-
less curl." 1
"Annabel Lee" has a well-suited ballad-form in its six stanzas
of alternate trimeters and tetrameters. Several poems, such as
"To Helen", "The Sleeper", and "Dream- Land"', have a uniform,
rather continuous sort of structure, featured by the points of
stanzaic separation,, which highlight arresting parts* The
classic form of grouped pentameters in "'The Coliseum"' fits the
solemnity of the piece. The compact deflniteness of "Ulalume"'
receives some of its flexibility from the pairings and alterna-
tions of verses. The singje long stanza, as seen in "Dreams"*
the longer "To and "Valley of Unrest"1
,,
gives an appropriate
cohesion* The trim, short groupings of "Eldorado" and "For
Annie"' ^are excellent. Radical features are by no means consi-
dered always necessary, many of the poems falling into simple
and well-known classifications of meter and stanza* according to
Poe^s middle-of-the-road position* the, guiding factors being..„ .
1 «* ^«^J •fruity ee es^confinement,, of oea suggested :fn^"uinax op.cit. ,p.07CT aha Art or PoeYs Poetry 'J Barnes, N7i > rlB9» »
Ic
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those of fitness and proportion.*
Rhyme particularly lends itself to imaginative use, Poe be-
lieves. Its best use, he says, is at "unusual and unanticipated
intervals 1,' 1 in keeping with the function of novelty in his doc-
trine of imagination* By development from this idea, internal
2
rhyme is a device that is recommended.
Poe is a rhymer of the first rank. Many couplets and alter-
nate rhymes are to be found, as well as some blank verses, but
many times aiaazing patterns and intertwined variations are em -
ployed. In "The Raven"1 , we are struck by the continuations of
the "ore** rhyme, and the wonderful internal rhyme, unexpectedly
and thUillingly greeting the reader all through^
"Deep into that darkness peering, long, I stood there, wondering
fearing,
Doubting, dreaming dreams no mortal ever dared to dream before
But the silence was unbroken, and the stillness gave no token, i
And the only word there spoken, was the whispered word,"Lenore!
J
This I whispered, and an echo murmured back the word,"Lenoref!
Merely this and nothing, moreJ
Likewise, in "Annabel Lee"we have the continuous rhyme based on
"Lee"', and the unexpected internal rhymes, which are especially
"chilling - killing",
good in the last stanza:/"ever dissever", "beams - dreams"', "rls<
-eyes", "tide - side". "The Bells", with its superb "Runic
rhyme", is a fine example of Poe^s ability; internal rhymes are
used here, too: "swinging - ringing", "rhyming - chiming". In
"Lenore", again* internal rhymes, of not too exact an arrange-
ment, are clever: "'light.
. .upraise - flight. . .days IT The combina-
tions in "Ulalume" are haunting, with their echoing pairings and
lH The Rationale of Verse"', Vol. IV, p-389.
2
ibid.
3
op. clt.,
p. 043
i
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continuations. Fairly intricate and very effective rhyme pattemB
are common; thus, in. the melodic "'Isadore" (abbacbcccb) ; the
moving "To P -" ( abaabaacdefied); "Tamerlane"; "Romance" ( a very
good illustration of the principle of
1
unexpectedness in termina-
tions, some lines lacking rhyme); "To Helen" (note variations);
etc* (His frequent "given - Heaven" rhyme seems peculiar.).
Associated with rhyme, is the embellishment, so basia in Poe,
of refrain? both deriving from the principle of "equality". 1
2
The repe tend*may be a pivotal word or phrase, or else an extended
passage, preferably in the form of a re-stated or slightly ampli-
fied general idea, in somewhat changed words. He insists upon re-
taining an air of variety and originality; the banalities of
over-repetition of a line, and the foolishness of identical rhyme
4that lacks ulterior aim, are sternly warned against. Although,
repetends, he confesses, tend more toward "quaintness" than
grandeur? they are offered to the poet as being frequently valid
and delightful.
In "'The Coliseum", note the repeated phrase, "At length - at
length"; at the end, in this same work, the series of initial
Not ally's is dramatic. "To Helen" contains several examples:
"once - once only"; "all - all"; "Was it not Fate. ..Was it not
Fate?"; "save only - save only". "The Bells" magnificently shows
the possibilities of a single word, repeated over and over. In
"The Raven", the "Nevermore"' pivot, as Poe himself explains?is
1,1 The Rationale of Verse" 2 "The Philosophy of Compos ition* 3cf
.
lbld.(.l and a ) *R. Hoyt, Vol. V, ap. 77-8 > and cf . S. Fuller, Vol."
5
"The Philosophy of Composition"
-T.b.*Note
t
wrefrain* and wrepe-
tend'", for purposes at hand;, are here applied as fundamentally/
equivalent termed cf. la,p»26. - -
!
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of unique significance* In this connection., the "No more" echo,
it may be pointed out, is a favorite of Poe's, recurring a number
of times elsewhere (cf."To Zante", "To One in Paradise"', "Silenci
- note in relation to the melancholy strain analyzed above). "The
Haunted Palace" is enhanced by the following phrases - "'fair and
stately palace - Radiant palac*" ; "This - all this"i "flowing,
flowing* flowing"- Similarly, in "Tor Annie"1 * "at last. - at last!
The more extended repetends:, which are so very frequent in
his writing, are among his most characteristic and fascinating
literary traits* The aptness and melody of his unusual refrains
set his work unquestionably apart. A few illustrations are
given:
"The leaves they were crisped and sere -
The leaves they were withering and sere 1"
"'It was hard by the dim lake of Auber
In the misty mid-region of Weir',' etc.
"She rolls through an ether of sighs -
She revels in a region of sighs"' *
"In a kingdom by the sea...
In this kingdom by the sea"
"My beautiful ANNABEL LEE... 2
Of the beautiful ANNABEL LEE"
"'Their lone waters - lone and dead,-
Their still waters - still and chilly...
Their lone waters, lone and dead -3Their sad waters, sad and chilly."'
"And I rest so contentedly
Now in my bed,
(With her love at my breast,)
That you fancy me dead.
That you shudder to look at me
Thinking me dead.
1,
"Ulalume n f op.clt.,pp,.e51-2.aOD.clt. 3op. cit. rp.Q68 "T)r*am-r.ftnrl M
!
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And I lie so composedly
Now In my becii
(Knowing her love,)
1
That you fancy me dead."
"And the fever called' Livingf.
.
t±
With the fever called 'Living 1 "
"And though my faith be broken
And though my heart be broken"
Another vital component of his approach is the constant utili-
zation of sound adapted to sense* The "echo of sound to sense"
3
is given a high place in his estimate of poeticr technique; its
application is to be harmonized with the rhythm of a given poem.
Alliteration and assonance (related to ""equality"1 ) , abundant
ft 7
liquids and open vowel-sounds, trailing end-syllables, in parti-
cular, are given high favor; in general, also, it may be said
that certain other technical aspects we have already treated
can be seen to contribute to sound-sense relationships in their
own way.
Poe's embodiment of these tonal qualities in his poetry re-
sults in a magical heightening of that impression of music
which he considers so important. Indeed, we find here the
closest approximation of actual instrumental melody that the
written word can convey. "The Raven" is replete with liquids
(particularly "r", which he calls, in his own analysis, the
most producible consonant) and open-vowel sounds (especially the
long 'b", which he in the same place calls the most sonorous
vowel), echoing and trailing syllables (esp. in catalectlo feet)
3.._ . . . _ — . 31
"'Por Annie", op.cit.
,
pp.072-3. "Bridal Ballad" , lb. ,p.©76. H.
Hlrst,Vol.V.,p.315fR.Horne*Vol.VT
1
.p.304. "The Rationale of¥er
6
"The Philosophy of Composition" "lb.
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alliteration, assonance, and onomatopoeic terms; cf. - the lin-
gering "lore", "door", "nevermore", " (nothing) more"', etc. ; "weak
and weary"', "quaint and curious", "nearly napping"', "silken sad
uncertain rustling of each purple curtain" » "With many a flirt
and flutter"', "perched upon a bust of Pallas 1", "tinkled on the
tufted floor"'. "Lenore" is a song much like"the Raven" at times,
with many off the same sound- sense devices, especially the liquids,
open vowel- sounds, and echoes: "Tall", "drear", "bier", "gone
before"1
,
"wild", "debonair", etc., and cf. such phrases as "a
saintly soul"1 , "so lowly lies", "From grief and groan to a gold-
en throne"* In "Hymn", note the open-vowel sounds again - "morn}
"noon"
1
,
"joy"', "woe", "hours", "cloud", "Hopes" - and the effect
of "thine" lingering as a last word- "To Helen" has a pervading
mournful tone, in large part depending on sound-adaptations; cf
.
"precipitate pathway"1 , "a silvery-silken veil of light"', ""How
silently serene a sea of pridel". The magnificent onomatopoeic
effect of "Ulalume", produced by a combination of the several
means we have listed, with echoes, trailing syllables, and the
w
o"-"r"' notes once more dominant; e.g. - "lonesome October" of
"my most immemorial year"; "volcanic. .. scoriae .. .sulphurous"
;
"Ulalume - Ulalume - (the very name is
*'Tis the vault of thy lost Ulalume" ( full of imaginative
( suggestion)
;
"Misty mid-region of Weir"1 ; "with love in her luminous eyes"; in
this same poem, the catalectic syllables in words like "Auber",
"Lion"1
,
"linger", "vista"' are a good trailing sound, in separate-
ly accentuating the anapaestic emphasis of such end-words aa
"pole", "Weir 1*, "gloom", "horn". "The Bells" in every respect
<i
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shows forth Poe's mastery of melodic presentation, the various
devices being brought to bear upon the subject in such a way
that the original sounds can almost be heard, in their different
moods (sleigh, dental and tinkling; wedding - liquid and joyous;
fire - dread, confused; death- grim and solemn) . Other examples
can be found in the following: "Annabel Lee" ("In her tomb by
the sounding sea"', "let us mourn 1 - for never morrow, "demons
and cf. "ago", "sea" in anapaests for emphasis
down under", "dawn. . .desolate?/) ; The Haunted Palace 1" ( "glorious,
golden", "float and flo*v", and general mournful melody and
trailing syllables)* "To One in Paradise" ("Mute, motionless,
aghast!") "A Dream Within a Dream" (a forlorn note, and cf."falrji
fruits and flowers"); "Eldorado" (cf. "in sunshine and in shadow
"fell as he found"); etc.
With the appraisal that has been made in the preceding pages
of the technical word-artistry of Poe, from the point of view
of the imaginative aspects of novelty and suggestion, we have
been able to discern here, just as in our examination of his
actual poetic conceptions, the application of many definitely
propounded standards. Our perspective will now be rounded out
by giving some attention to the properties of concentration and
effect, whereby the individual poetic elements are gathered to-
gether and presented in the most advantageous manner.
The means he sets down for the achievement of concentration
are brevity and Intensity, his justification for this principle
being found in the transiency of the "psychal" excitements
whereby the poet elevates the soul (cf* supra). The stimuli, how-
ever, while sufficiently strong and lasting to accomplish their
ii
tA
purpose, must not be permitted to lead into unpleasant epigram-
matlsm - "There must be the dropping of the water upon the rock'.**
In thus seeking a happy medium, the poet tries to put to the
best use those fleeting moments when the soul can respond to
intimations of beauty.
The brief physical length of his own individual poems clearly
not more than
fulfils his requirement that the ideal poem take up the time of/
'bne sitting" in the reading2 (about a half-hour3 or an hour4 ).
His dislike of long poems is based on the rather controversial
premise that such a poem can be only a series of shorter ones,
at bestf be that as it may, his own more extended youthful ef-
forts, "Al Aaraaf" and "Tamerlane 1
,
1 do lack thoroughly well-knitL
construction. As far as his own talents were suited, Poe, with-
out question, found the shorter type of poem most satisfactory,
and in "The Philosophy of Composition" he shows how important
a determining factor length was, during the actual process of
writing.
The element of intensity, embodied in a number of ways, is
evident throughout* His powerful imaginative details and ex-
pressions, fortified by the general adaptations of form, are
intensified even more by his ejaculations, pauses, and dramatic
balances. His strongly personal tone at all times contributes
to fervency of presentation. Economy of words, as manifested in
the frequent use of short, pithy lines, is an important supple-
mental aid. In following these tendencies, however, he remains
*N. Hawthorne, Vol .V, p.296. 2,1 The Philosophy of Composition'"
f"The Poetic Principle", Vol. lV,p.XI *N. Hawthorne , op. cit. ,p.205.
5 Cf. E.Lewis, Vol.VI, p. 42.
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mindful of Ills own counsels of moderation, giving adequate de-
velopment to his compositions. His original imagination, inter-
prets his subjects from a number of aspects, while his melodies
infuse his verses with a pervading note which does not allow
separate impressions to become too pointed or isolated.
The final result toward which the author directs his efforts,
declares Poe, is a
, salient, poetic effect, which is consciously
made to dominate the whole from the start. 1 The unity of the
divine universe itself is to be the model
,
associated ideas are
subordinately related to the leading one by the principle of
proportions Involved in this totality which is to be registered,
is the concept of a climax built up by the preceding tempo and
arrangement and realized as directly as possible after a certain
moment^ "'defective climax',1 indeed, can be of"all literary foi-
„ 5
bles the most fatal.
This paramount role of effect as the leading object, held in
mind constantly, is readily identified in the imaginative func-
tions we have analyzed. The building-up of unusual, moving im-
pressions through a singular interdependence of parts, as re-
gards both matter and form, is his most .note^^c'haracterlstic.
His poems do not offer propositions or codes, but seek, on the
contrary to bring about merely a state of the soul, in as pro-
nounced a fashion, as possible. It is a further mark of his genius
that this stressing of a precise result is reconciled so well
with that intangible ideality which we have described:
1,4 3
"Thje Philosophy of Composition " "Mr .Longfellow, Mr. Willis,
and the Drama", Vol. VI, p.181. 3 "Marginalia
" , Vol. VII, #138,
P. 136.
('
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'"Dreams! In their vivid coloring of life
As in that fleeting, shadowy, misty strife
Of semblance with reality which "brings
To the delirious eye, more lovely things
Of Paradise and Love - and all my own! - <
Than young Hope in his sunniest hour hath known.
His ability to crystallize mood may best be characterized by a
word of Poe's own choosing, namely - "grace"; this is, he says,
"a term applied in despair to that class of the impressions of
Beauty which admit of no analysis? designating "that charm so
magical, because at once so shadowy and so potent - that Will o'
the Wisp which, in its supreme development, may be said to in -
volve nearly all that is valuable in poetry."
The quality of growth in effect, up to the final high pitch
of termination, is generally adhered to by Poe, in line with
his teaching. By means of this "cuneiform" climax, as C. A.Smith
4has termed it, the effects in the bulk of his poetry are con -
veyed in the most impressive manner j the "insectiform" plan of
"The Haunted Palace" has its own special purpose, in that the
tapering-of ff artistically re-inforces the rest. The importance
of last lines that endure in the memory should be noted; thus:
"And my soul from out that shadow that lies floating on the
floor
qShall be lifted - nevermore t n
7
"Clothing us in a robe of more than glory."
3
"Venuses, unextinguished by the sun!"
9
"To where the prospect terminates - thee only . >>!
"Perennial tears descend in gems." 10
1
op.citA,p.l021.
~ ,3
F. Osgood, VoLV. Bp.l44.
4,5
op. cit.,
6
"The
Raven " '"The Coliseum" 8fl To Helen" "To - " 10"The Valley of Un-
rest"

"In what ethereal dances *
By what eternal streams"
"'It was the dead who groaned within"
"0 hyacinthine isle I 0 purple Zantel z
f
'Isola d roror. Fior di Levante!
In evaluating the poetry of our author, we have been con »
cerned with his "ideal"' world, which was his first lovejsome
have questioned whether he belonged to any other, or, if he did,
whether the two(the "real 1" and "unreal 1*, let us call them) are
separable4 Yet, It can be argued that he defined limits and
inter-relations between the two, and set up a certain balance
between them. Poe maj at times seem to be a baffling paradox
in this respect; granted that he is narrow in certain ways,
still a case can be made out to show that he had a genuine
breadth of mind in important fundamentals.
The very nature of his critical approach, in which he
brings into play a terse logicality and a truly "detective
5
spirit 1*, as with equal zest he takes on both the most intan -
gible and the most technical of subjects, indicates his capa-
city for realistic thinking. Very forcefully, he himself
states that reason is what gives taste and feeling progress,
as far as tht actual mental processes are concerned. Further-
more, he declares his belief that any real thought can be ex-
.7pressed.
Ke goes to the very root of the matter in his observations
l"To 0n£ in Paradise
*
2
" The Sleeper" 0"^ Zante^Cf .Campbell, K.
,
"Mind of Poe;'Harv. ,Camb. ,1635 pp. 34ff .99ff ;Krutch Jt'JPoelfKnopf
.
N.Y*1926.5Brownell,W. , "Am. Prose Masters lTLon.
,
Smith-Elder, 1 910
P. 213. ^Longfellow, et al. ,Vol.VI,pp.l70-2. 7 "Margl! , Vol. VI I, #16
c<
t I 1
4 - 1 ( » t v t J - IJv I . . . fli-
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on the nature of genius. The intuitive appreciation of beauty
does not imply inspiration, as a substitute for hard work, and
Poe did work hard. Ideality itself is a sort of "sixth sense"'1
,
2 1
and the first requisite in genius, which the poet must have?
however, there is absolute harmony between the "calculating" and
"ideal"' faculties4
,
joined with the most rigid exercise of the
will?a
There is a "glowing abandon"'5which he attributes to the poet,
but it is not a "fine frenzy"? from this distinction, arises his
view on poetic license. Without cavil, he rules out true "license
for it covers "'an infinity of sins, and in its place approves
a moderate, common-sense freedom with definitive systems that
he calls "'liberty? What we have said above of his poetry gives
ample indication that he applied this doctrine in his own prac-
tice.
We may aptly quote here his own poetic address to Science,
in which he expresses
,
somewhat whimsically, her marriage to
Poetry:
'"Who wouldst not leave him in his
wandering Q
To seek for treasure in the jewelled skies."'
This union is one of process, not effect0 , and herein is to be
found reconciliation between the practical and the ideal*
iR.H.Horne.VoljVI.p.aoe. 2 "Marginalia"',Vol.VI I, #49, p. 101. 3W.
Lord.Vol.V. ,p.366. 4 "Mr .GrLswold and the Poets" ,Vol.VI
,
pp.95-107
^"Marginalia",Vol .VI I,#135, p. 135; and cf .lb.#166, pp. 155~6',W.Bry-
ant,Vol.V. ,and M.Miller and L.Davidson,,Vol
-VI, p. 11. ^'Marginalia 1
Vol.VII,#43,p.85. 6 ib. ,and "The Philosophy of Composition,". 7 »'8
"Marginalia ir,Vol.VII,#28,p.273; and cf. llThe Rationale of Verse 1.'
y
"Sonnet - To Science", "Works',' p. 992. 10Cf?' Marginalia"
. Vol.VII
#72, pp. 102-3; E.P.Whipple et al. ,Vol.VI,p.234; and "Longfellow's
Ballada" ,Vol .VI , p .320
.
2
i
»
i
(Note the puzzle- interest reflected in those of his minor
verses which deftly weave a name into a "trick* composition.)
Another aspect of Poe*'s relationship with a "real ir world
may be found in his notion of the respective status of author
and reader. He by no means ensconced himself in any ivory
tower; it is possible to assemble from his criteria a plea
for genuine "universal appeal"1 (as distinguished, of course,
from mere popular favor lacking fundamental taste; though note
that popular appeal "in the vulgar sense** is an acceptable
criterion for ordinary song-writing1 ). "The general intention
of nature"' should be followed3
;
secondly, wthe tone . . .should
be that which., at any given point or upon any given topic,
would be the tone of the great mass of humanity"^; and, thirdly,
a "bond of sympathy" with the reader should be created by the
device of not making technique too obvious, a method which
will produce "a real egotistic delightV4 The principles set
forth here represent a keenly thought-out point of view.
The test of survival and world-acceptance through the years
is in itself a proof of popular appeal in its best sense, in
Poe"s work. As far as "the general intention of nature" is
concerned, we may say at least that his basic poetic concepts,
personal as they arc,, do derive from urges founded in the
soul of man,
1 23
a. P. Morris, Vol. VI, pp. 54-8. A.Welby, Vol. V, pp. 308-9. N.Haw-
thorne, Vol.V, pp*289-0O;: "The Poetic Principle"', Vol. IV, p*l 3.
4N,Hawthorne,ibid.
((
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restricted as they are in scope. His tone has a directness
and sureness of touch that are disarming, in even his wildest
flights; and his song-like qualities, by the principle we
mentioned, strike a particularly responsive chord in the
common heart* Finally, his motive in suggestion, namely to
challenge the alertness of the reader, fulfils the requirement
the reader figure much out for himself.
In the matter of reader-appeal, then, Poe manifests his great
awareness of the world outside his remote, "Ideal" one.
Another subordinate indication of the weight of reason in
Poe"s attitude is the appearance of classical tendencies. Sted-
man1 speaks of his "Greek* feeling, of form. Poe himself de -
scribes simplicity as *a very important feature in all true
art"? referring at the same time to the experience of the an-
3
clent Greeks. Subjective, remote, unusual^as he is, he shows
in
restraint as well; he lauds that better species of classicism.*
It was he who spoke of "the glory that was G-reece" and "the
grandeur that was Rome" (cf . : "The Coliseum"; "Hymn to Arlsto-
geiton and Harmodius"; praise of the Parthenon in "Al Aaraaf"').
Having made these considerations on "real and unreal"' in
mind and art, we are led into a more specific treatment of the
field of prose and its relations to poetry. Though poetry is
the sole true realm of imagination, there are many poetic in-
fluences in Poe's prose, variously emphasized. He understands
categories as such well enough, but, to repeat, he is constant-
rather the prophet than the philosopher, and primarily the
poet. We are able, thus, to apply in his prose many of the
same principles we considered in his poetry.
lStedman,E.C.
, "Poets of America'." Houghton, Mifflin, and Co., Bos-
ton, 1885
.
9
"^rginalia1* Vol .VI I , #132, p, 131
.
3
c f . Campbell, K
. ,
op
.
cit.,pp.l09,149. 4W. Lord, Vol.V, p. 267. 5 "To Helen" , op. cit.,
p. 1017.
(I
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i
There is a significant innate relationship which he points
out, in what he describes as a ""partial prosalcism" *in the best
poetry, according to his principles of flexibility and natural-
ness. The poetic style he recommends is "an easy and ordinary
2
prose manner ornamented into poetry", through consummate skill.
This link facilitates bridging the gap.
Elements sometimes bodily transferred to prose will be seen
in
to be/ not only poetic concepts and treatment, but even actual
insertion of poetry into prose (cf. "Ligea" , "The Assignation",
and "The Fall of the House of Usher"). An associated device is
the use of fitting poetic tags under the titles.
His rambling curiosity, "Eureka", in this connection, pre-
sents one of the definite enigmas in the study of Poe. He calls
it specifically a prose-poem, and echoes his poetic ideas of
mystic recollection and of body and soul walking "hand in hand";
however, though in a sense it may have been his "most pretentious
effort, Richardson consigns it to Poe's hack work. 5 Its panthe-
ism is odd; its re-statement of "accepted theories" 6 is uninter-
esting to modern ears; its wordy vaguenesses are foreign to his
serious literary norms.
His "Politian" is another work of atypical genre, that may
be here incidentally mentioned in discussing his literary vari-
ants. In his own mind, dramatic poetry seemed "almost a contra-
7
diction" . Perhaps he would not have been over-hurt by Saints-
8
bury' s description of this piece as "weak Byron and water*"
l ,,Marg.",Vol.VII,#208,pp.88-9;#38,p.73. 2"Pancy,Img."-Vol.VI,p230.
in 1885 ed. , Stone and Kimball, Chicago.4Cody,S. , "P&e-Man,Poei
and Crsatiyji Think§r".Boni,Liv. ,N.Y. ,1924,p.It4. 5Richardson,C.
,
"E.A.Poe eWorld Author)".Putnam,N.Y.,l©Q2,v.I. cont.nsxt pace-
•
f
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In the brief prose tale, which he considered the next order of
genius to poetryi he found some of his "best opportunities. Al-
though his level of excellence in achievement was by no means
uniform, he embodies in his finest tales a sure skill in the
carrying-out of sound doctrines. (In considering his tales, we
shall also make some reference to certain incidental pieces,
generally grouped along with them.
)
Since the prose tale does not aim at the purely beautiful^its
possible scope of theme and manner of treatment is quite wide.
Within appropriate limitations, "the fundamental principles that
he presented apply alike to his poetry and his story-writing."
Wherever there is no "ideal" intention-, the active agency of
originality, in some way referable to "logical premise", will be
M I*
enough to replace the creative imagination proper.
According to this basis of theory, he applies an ""unparalleled
4bold invention" 1 , to a variety of materials. Drawing upon, such
elements as fatality, conscience, love, death, wickedness, hor-
ror, pseudo-science, wonder, illusion^ adventure, and humor, he
5
provides a "salient", "vivid" basis for the exercise of his
talents. He often stresses outright the astonishing nature of
what he is recounting: e.g., "the most wild, yet most homely
6 7
narrative which I am about to pen"; "sources so utterly novel" ;
•"the wild bewildering sense of the novel which confounds the be-
1 2 3XN. Hawthorne, Vol.V. Cody,op.cit. ,p.vi. "Marginalia" ,Vol.VII,
#
X10. Smith, op^cit. °A. Stephens, Vol .V,po. 98-6. 6 "'The Black Cat 1
,
1
op.clt.„p.a23. "MS. Pound in a Bottle", ib. , p.82?.
..Continuation of refs.from p. 44:
°Campbell, K., op. cit. "Mr. Longfellow, Mr. Willis, and the
Drama"
, Vol.VI, p. 206. 8Saintsbury,G.E.B. , " Prefaces and Essays" ,.
Macmillan and Co. , Ltd. , London, 1033. pp. 315-6."
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1
1
holder" 1 ; "the evident design had been to dazzle and astound".
Carried over into the tales are some of his chief poetic
ideas. Pre-eminent among them is that of beauty and pathos, as
particularly seen in the association of a lovely woman with
death and melancholy. His women here are basically akin to
those of his poetry - graceful, charming, vibrant, spiritual, in-
tellectual, marked at the same time by a certain shadowy re -
straint, an "unworldliness" that is "romance 1*. What he says of
Eleonora is so typical - "she had been made perfect in lovell-
4
ness only to die'.' In such women as those of "Ligeia"', "Morella"'
"The Pall of the House of Usher", "The Oval Portrait", and "The
Island of the Fay" direct relationship with his poetry; can be
seen. Even in some of his descriptions in not-so-serlous tales,
such as "Dr. Tarr and Prof. Pether" and "The Spectacles*, are
traces of his general concept of womankind.
The "life-in-death"' idea, of a trance-like or cataleptic
state (even burial alive) occurs often, as does the seeming in-
the
timation of "life before"; we noticed /parent ideas in his
poetry.: His Valdemar, his Vankirk (had he been talking from out
the region of the shadows?) r his Morella, his Madeline, his Monos
(feeling poetic ecstasy), Poe himself (in "Premature Burial"),
even Pym undergo the former class of experience^ note
,
also,
the sad, but hopeful, crew of "MS, Pound in a Bottle'.' Examples of
the second type may be found in "A Tale of the Ragged Mountains",
"William Wilson", "Ligeia"^ and "Berenice"? and "Pym"' again.
1 2
"A Descent into the Maelstr&WJ ib. *p.l39. "The Assignation"1 , ib.
,
P
.
2 97\ 6 " Landor " s Co ttage " , ib
.
, pp . 624-6.4"'Eleonora * , ib . „p . 651
.
;
.
(c
«H>n. ,
.
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It is quite interesting to observe how those strains in Poe"s
make-up that are responsible for the darker aspects of his poet-
ry, seem, in addition, to lead to a certain near-morbidity in
many of his prose compositions. For one thing, although the
tendency well fits Poe, horror was a contemporary mode.* Fur -
thermore, Poe stipulates that horror is not to be for its own
sake, and that it should be lightened by truth and sympathy (he
2
even takes a dig at himself) . He conceives of a "thrilling
horror" that will not be "purely disgusting, or repulsive*, or
4
over-minute.
What is to be our estimate, then, in view of these principles,
of Poe f's general mode of horror - the recurrent incidental trap-
pings of death, the ghastly murders, the "corpses'* talking and
walking, the (literal) charnel-house fascinations „ the vivid
nearness of pestilence, etc, etc.? Is there a KaflafXflS hereT
The answer will often depend on personal taste, but certainly
there often is a "thrilling" horror in Po», as in the crushing
Impact of "The Black Cat;' the electric terror of "The Tell-Tale
Heart 1", the diabolic ffearsomeaess of "The Masque of the Red
Death", and the fantastic irony of "MS. Found in a Bottle"*
Proportion of accompanying elements is often enlisted. Thus,
"The Murders in the Rue Morgue"" carries the interest of the
manner of solution-, in "ThouArt the Man", humor is there, be-
sides grlsliness; the teeth of Berenice are central to a story
that contains other elements of the greatest artistry.
3
• >
(I
i
Yet, there is temptation at times to cry, "'Too mucht"' The
sudden, disgusting dissolution of M. Valdemar, offered as an at-
tempt at realism, is a case in point; it might have been in de-
ference to mode. In "The Premature Burial"' he sees all the
graves of man in a "faint, phosphorescent radiance of decay";
this is uncovered, at the end, as a ruse. The deadly horror
meted out by the court- jester in "Hop-Prog" might be consid»red
overdone. The poetical Justice which Poe favors* does not seem
to be carried out, at least explicitly, in his skilful "The Cask
of Amontillado".
Q-enerally, however, despite the pros and cons, we find great
forces resolved, wickedness counterbalanced - even genuine tra-
gedy. Indefinably, too, we can feel those influences of re -
straint we have already seen in Poe - "Indeed,, throughout his
poems and stories there is a singular reticence, a marked re-
2
straint and self-governance.
"
By natural extension, we can make some wrtrtawhile applications
here of what we said under poetry as to representation through
symbol, through various forms of comparison and contrast, and
through generally vivid concreteness. Suggestive force here is
often outstanding.
There are some admirable uses of symbolic-figurative repre -
sentation and of general comparison. In the allegorical N,Eleo-
nora", the response of the valley as though a living being, is
startling and notable. The sequence in "MS. Found in a Bottle 1"
is like an allegory of the Ages. The passage of life from
lcf .J.Cooper,Vol.VI,p.247;C.Dickens,Vol #VII.p.47. Block, L.J.
,
"E.A.PoeVin " Sewanee Rwvlew'J U . of So
.
, Sewanee , Tenn. ,1910
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right gaiety to overwhelming solemnity is imaginatively seen
in "The Island of the Fay'.*. In "Landor^s Cottage"1 the island
is "fairly laughing with flowers!!
1
"King Pest"1 and "The Masque
of the Red Death" are powerful allegorical tales. Poe's Moskoe-
strom, with its violently changing moods, seems to have human
qualities. The "sable divinity"of night3 is a striking idea in
"The Murders in the Rue Morgue" Usher and the House personify
each other? he, indeed, representing the entire family* Hibbard
reads allegory into "The Tell-Tale Heart". In "Shadow"' we seem
to hear the voices of a thousand departed friends.
Remarkable utilization of contrast is seen. Merriment and
death unforgettably come together in "The Masque of the Red
Death? The light-heartedness of the carnival and frightfulness
of the crypt in "The Cask of Amontillado"' are in stunning con -
trast. Revelry and death are likewise seen in "Shadow*., Other
typical contrasts are: the raging elements and the languid, and
decaying vessel in "MS. Found in a Bottle"'; the opposed moods,
shades, and ironies of "The MaelstrbV; the gloom and the daz -
zling surroundings in "The Assignation"; life vs. death in many
forms; etc.
Masterful vividness and apt concreteness is an element com-
mon in the above citations, and generally; Poe values It high *
recounting wonders of a far-off land and of
ly. Cf.: the demon in the tomb,/Ma& the carved rock, of "silence"
that inexpressibly telling detail of the "pale blue eye, with a
film over it"", revealed by the lantern-beam in "The Tell-Tale
Heart"; the superb sea -ship images in "MS. Found in a Bottle"':
3 4 5.. _ 6S. Fuller
LOP.clt. .p . 620
.
2lb. jp.144. IP • » F" 332. op.c5t,. 1b. .t).503.- vol .
V
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the scenic Mending; of unspoiled nature and the beauties of art in
"The Domain of Anaheim" ; the dream-world of his. "Ragged Mountain^
etc •
Poe^s skill in representation that is at once concrete and
highly suggestive may he seen in the following two passages:
"The sun arose with a sickly^ yellow lustre and clam -
bered a very few degrees above the horizon - emitting no
decisive light. There were no clouds apparent, yet the
wind was upon the increase and blew with a fitful and un-
steady fury. About noon, as nearly^ as we could guess, our
attention was again arrested by the appearance of the
sun. It gave out no light, properly so- called, but a dull
and sullen glow without reflection, as if all its rays
were polarized. Just before sinking within the turgid
sea, its central fires suddenly went out, as if hurried-
ly extinguished by some unaccountable power* It was a
dim, silver-like rim, alone, as It rushed down the unfar-
thomable sea." 1
"A change fell upon all things • Strange, brilliant
flowers, star-shaped, burst out upon the trees where no
flowers had been known before. The tints of the green
carpet deepened; and when, one by one, the white daisies
shrank away;, there sprang up in place of them, ten by ten
of the ruby-red asphodel* And life arose in our paths;
for the tall flamingo, hitherto unseen, with all gay glow-
ing birds, flaunted his ecarlet plumage before U4U The
golden and silver fish haunted the river, out of the bosom
of which issued, little by little, a murmur that swelled,
at length, into a lulling melody more divine than that of
the harp of Aeolus - sweeter than all save the voice of
Eleonora. And now, too,, a voluminous cloud, which we had
long watched in the regions of Hesper, floated out thence,
all gorgeous in crimson and gold, and settling in peace
above us, sank, day by day, lower and lower, until its-
edges rested upon the tops of the mountains, turning all
their dimness into magnificence, and shutting: us up, as
if forever, within a magic prison-house of grandeur and
of glory."2
The absolutely vital role of atmosphere, built up in line
with principles we described in connection with his poetry/,
is discerned in the attuning of manifold suggestion with appro-
priate setting.
1 2
"MS. Pound in a Bottle" , op.cit. ,p.I34. "Eleonora"', ib., p. 651

To state some instances: The several touches of wild romance
about the confined and sparse Sullivan f's Isle, in "The Gold Bug";
the exotic marvels and the ghostly craft of "MS. Found in a Bottle
the confinement and vastness, the deadliness and inspiration of
scene in "The Maelstrom"; the fantastic, disquieting, Gothic room
in "Llgeia* are typical. "The Pall of the House of Usher"' is
surcharged! with atmosphere - with depression and rot, inside and
outside, while the unworldly paintings and music, the noises and.
storm accentuate Roderick's allergies and the presence off death.;
a paragraph will show the method:
"The room in which I found myself was very- large and lofty;
The windows were long, narrow, and pointed, and at so vast a
distance from the black oaken floor as to be altogether in-
accessible from within.. Feeble gleams of encrimsoned light
made their way through the trellised panes and served to ren*»
der sufficiently distinct the more prominent objects around;
the eye, however, struggled in vain to reach the remoter an-
gles of the chamber, or the recesses of the vaulted and fret-
ted ceiling. Dark draperies hung upon the walls. The gen-
eral furniture was profuse, comfortless, antique, and tat -
tered. Many books and musical instruments lay scattered a-
bout, but failed to give any vitality to the seen*. I felt
that I breathed an atmosphere of sorrow. An air of stern^
deep, and irremediable gloom hung over and jiervaded all*"
Masterfully wrought is the Influence of the bizarre palace of
Prince Prospero, v/ith its seven rooms of seven colors, the last
black, with a red window and a sepulchr«Lly sounding clock. In
"The Cask of Amontillado* the eerie torchlight, the vengeful
heraldry of Montresor, and the chilling catacombs Join gruesome-
ness with confinement.
On the subject of character, Poe declares that life-like re-
presentation is important, and could be enough in itself; the
J- op. cit..p.234. 2 "Mr. Longfellow, Mr. Willis, and the Drama"',
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* 1
confined limits of the tale necessitate excellence. Character
must have, besides, a happy mediuarof consistency; "force",
"fidelity to nature"', and "power of exciting interest in the
reader'.'4 Of cardinal moment, however, regarding his practice, is
this observation as to original characters:: they are good only
when their qualities are "known in real life, but never before
depicted" (this is almost Impossible, he says) or "unknown or
5
even known to be hypothetical", well fitted to the circumstance s<
Hibbard6 decides that Poe"s characters are weak, unreal, and
artificial. Unconventional they are, it is true; but consider
again that last stipulation of Poe r s in the preceding paragraph,
and it will be clear that his theories of novelty and imagina-
tion govern his attitude. If we assume the validity of his spe-
cial purposes, we are given a different perspective.
His women are of his standard type - Platonic* The many -
sided Dupin is given a well-rounded characterization, in his
aspects of moody solitariness, combined with a power of keen
analysis, a capacity for diplomacy, and even a sharp sense of
humor. In "The Man of the Crowd*, Poe presents an uncommon
sort of character-study that brilliantly reconciles many stsange
qualities in a convincing*, direct way- The extraordinary Usher,
and, similarly, the stranger in "The Assignation"1 are shown in
compelling fashion. The mysterious William Legrand is drawn in
r manner befitting the events of "The Gold-Bug"', while Jupiter
A * 2
.
1 ibid
. ,
p . 186, and cf . "Marginalia"', Vol .VII , #35 ,p . 79. op. cit
,
3C
.
Sedgwi ck
, Vol.V; C.Dickens, Vol.VI I jC. Hoffman, Vol .V. R. Bird , Vol
VI, p. 62. {3^arginalia w,Vol.VII,#224,p.206. op.cit-
>
>

is an effective foil. The battered Norwegian fisherman of "The
Maelstrom" is tellingly revealed. (An interesting minor side -
light is his professed1 inclination toward Dickensian carica -
ture, as seen in his Mr. Crab, Toby Dammit, and the bizarre
Legs and Tarpaulin)
.
The factor of psychology is all-important in Poe, deriving
from his everlasting, interest in the soul. It throws light on
his characters, and totally explains some; in fact, it is Itself
a form of characterization, in reverse - from the insider C.
Auguste Dupin sees into others 11 minds; and Poe is really Dupin.
Poe's self-identification with central personalities throughout
is obvious
"MS. Found in a Bottle" gives indication of his inner doubts
and hopes. The perversity of human nature is starkly epitomized
in "The Black Cat"' and "The Imp of the Perverse". The crazed
heart-beats of "The Tell-Tale Heart 1* are psychologically true -
to - life, under the conditions. The swoon in "'The Pit and the
Pendulum"' again bares that in-between world, with the shades of
immortality. Monos* ecstasy of delirium and blending of senses
creates a new sense of duration . When Wilson gazes at his ghost*
replica at night and is terrified into flight, the most intimate
reactions to conscience can be felt. The neurotic dreamworld of
"Berenice"' is searchingly probed. In "Eleonora"', we again see
his postulates as to mental bases. The mad urges of "Morella"'
are searing. Psychological tortures are vividly expressed in
"Pym"'.
1C.Sedgwick, Vol, VI, p.46
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In speaking of dialogue, Poe advises a right proportion^ and
2
words that match the characters.
His stories emphasize soliloquy and narrative more than con-
versation. There are some instances of good dialogue, however.
Jupiter's dialect lines give interesting balance to "The Gold -
Bug. Appropriate dialogue is put to significant use in "'The
Purloined Letter"; there is a neat blending of conciseness and
discursiveness, the tone is spontaneous, and the words are in-
timately related to the progress of events; some/of these char-
acteristics can be seen in the following:
"But is it not possible, I suggested, "that although
the letter may be in possession of the minister, as it
unquestionably Is, he may have concealed it elsewhere
than upon his premises?
"This is barely possible," said Dupin. "'The present
peculiar condition of affairs at court., and especially
of those intrigues in which D— is known to be in -
volved, would render the instant availability of the
document - its susceptibility of being produced at a
moment r s notice - a point of nearly equal importance
with its possession."
"Its susceptibility of being produced?" said I.
"That is to say, of being destroyed . " said Dupin.
"True," I observed; "the paper is clearly then upon
the premises. As for its being upon the person of the
minister, we may consider that as out of the question."'
"Entirely," said the Prefect. "He has fcwice been way-
laid, as if by footpads, and his person rigidly searched
under my own inspection."
"You might have spared yourself this trouble," said
Dupin. "D-- -- , I presume, is not altogether a fool, and,
if not, must have anticipated these waylayings, as a
matter of course."
"Not altogether a fool,"' said G.,"but then he is a
poet, which I take to be only one remove from a fooL." 1
"True 1,' said Dupin, after a long and thoughtful
whiff from his meerschaum, "although I have been guilty
of certain doggerel myself." 1
The ironic and grim conversation in "The Cask of Amontillado"
is memorable, and quite pithy; e.g.:
op. cit.,p.211
(I
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"Ha! ha! ha! - he! he!: - a very good Joke indeed -
an excellent jest. We will have many a rich laugh a-
bout it at the palazzo - he! he!' he! - over our wine -
he! he! he!"
"The Amontillado r" I said.
"He! he! he! - he! he! he!: - yes, the Amontillado.
But is it not getting late? Will not they he awaiting
us at the palazzo, the Lady Fortunato and the rest? Let
us he gone."
"Yes," I said, "let us be gone"'.
"For the love of God, Montresorl"
"Yes,
17-! said, "for the love of God!" 1
among others,
"Hop-Frog", "King Pest", "Dr. Tarr and Prof. Fethenyevinc e abill
ty in the field of dialogue, but in the first-rate pieces dia -
logue is not usually of great consequence.
Personal descriptions are referable to his views on imagina-
tion and novelty, as applied to truth. 2
His method is that of graphic, interpretative presentation of
salient details, by means of quick strokes. Where actual visuali-
zing of a character 1^ appearance is thought necessary, he dis *
plays a facile selection and powerful adaptation of detail. 0r*e
of his best interpretative picturizations id. that of Roderick
Usher
t
"...A cadaverousness of complexion; an eye large,
liquid, and luminous beyond comparison:; lips somewhat
thin* and very pallid, but of a surpassingly beautiful
curve; a nose of a delicate Hebrew model, but with a
breadth of nostril unusual in similar formations; a
finely molded chin, speaking, In, Its want of prominence,
of a want of moral energy; hair of a more than web-like
softness and tenuity; - these features, with an inordi-
nate expansion above the regions of the temple, made up
altogether a countenance not easily to be forgotten. And
now in the mere exaggeration of the prevailing character
of these features, and of the expression they were wont
to convey, lay so much of change that I doubted to whom
I spoke. The now ghastly pallor of the skin, and the
now miraculous lustre of the eye, above all things
startled and even awed me. The silken hair, too, had bean
op nit., pp. 378-9. Qtn S. Fuller. Y61.V*.
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suffered to grow all unheeded., and as, in its wild
gossamer texture, it floated rather than fell about
the face, I could not, even with effort, connect its
Arabesque expression, with any idea of simple humanity • "*
His characteristic manner of delineating women, with the most
profound imagination and suggestion, is visible in the following
passage from "The Assignation"
:
"She stood alone. Her small, bare and silvery feet
gleamed in the black mirror of marble beneath her. Her
halr r not as yet more than half loosened for the night
from its ball-room array, clustered, amid a shower of
diamonds, round and round her classical head, in curls
like those of the young hyacinth. A snowy-white and
gauze-like drapery seemed to be nearly the sole covering
to her delicate form; but the mid-summer and midnight
air was hot, sullen, and still* and no motion in the
statue-like form Itself, stirred even the folds of that
raiment of very vapor which hung around it as the heavy
marble hangs about the Niobe. Yet - strange to say! -
her large lustrous eyes were not turned downward upong
that grave wherein her brightest hope lay buried...."
His brief sketches of Von Kempelen, the Baron Ritzner Von Jung,
the sailor of "Rue Morgue*, the Man of the Crowd, and his "Pests"
typify, in varying degree, the synthesis of distinctive outward
features under the domination of traits of character. (We may
note, in passing, that "The Lterati" contains interesting evi -
dence of descriptive ability.)
To follow through in the "Tales" specific plan - or "'plot" -,
whereby the factors of concept, atmosphere, and personality that
we have been discussing are given their co-ordination with centraj.
purpose, we must Dear in mind primarily the same doctrine of ef*
feet that we established in his poetry. His viewpoint is that,
strictly* "plot" is not essential, for a leading; intention, ad-
hered to at everv point, and fittingly realized, can stand alone,
*OP • Clt.-P.fl34. lb. T p-flQA.
5
.T.r!nnr flr» < VAl,VT f pp^5^AA,'? a
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However, he also admits that plot proper is of a very high order
of merit1 ; its fundamental requirements, which Poe constantly
repeats, are those of consistency with the whole, and of logical
internal causation (the space-limits of the tale imposing spe -
cial demands?. The leeway he grants as to the actual emphasis
upon plot is a further reflection of his twofold - "ideal"' vs
scientific - interests.
In his literary practice, there are not many technically
contrived "plots"; this type of structure is seen notably in
the ratiocinative tale, where masterly ingenuity and plausibUltJr
of induction and deduction, are combined. The most common basis
is the salient dramatic effect. His serious efforts in both
4
types are marked by "excelling" craftsmanship.
Poe"s favorite mode of spinning a tale is that with "cunei *
form"' effect,, ending at or immediately after, the crisis C as
described previously). The final impact is irresistibly brought
about by a mounting import of happenings and details, with, a
rare unification of elements.
Unforgettable effects built up to are epitomized in, such pro-
found closes as in. "The Masque of the Red Death":
"And now was acknowledged the presence of the Red
Death. He had come like a thief in the night. And
one by one dropped the revellers in the Mood-bedewed
halls of their revel, and died each in the despairing
posture of his fall. And the life of the ebony clock
went out with that of the last of the gay. And the
flames of the tripods expired. And Darkness and Decay
and the Red Death, held illimitable dominion over all'i°
1 2ibid. cf."The Philosophy of Composition" , Vol.V, p. 1 ; "Marginalia
?
Vol.VI I, #U0, p. 100;N. Hawthorne,Vol.V. 3 "Marginalia n , ib. ,#35, p. 70.
4Cody,op.clt.„p.v. &op.cit.,p.273.
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And the eloquent and solemn final speech in ""William Wilson11 :
"You have conquered and 1^ yield . Yet henceforward
art thou also dead - dead to the World, to Heaven, and
to Hope!" In me dldafTFIou exTsT - and, Tn my death,
thou nast murdered thy sel77"
2
Similarly, such soul-stirring closing words as "going downt"
("MS. Found in a Bottle"'); the Ironical ,,!the merry fishermen of
Lofoden"1 ("The Maelstrtfm") ; "I had walled the monster up within
the tomb."4 ("The Black Cat*) ; " ! er lasst sich nlcht lesen> »" 5
("The Man of the Crowd").
The "insectiform 1* tale is the type in which the logical pro*
gress,, after a determining point, enables the reader to start,
figuring out the nature of the final resolution of events,though
the obstacles to understanding be intensified! "The Gold Bug"',
"The Purloined Letter"', and "The Mystery of Marie Roget"'. In"The
Murders in the Rue Morgue"1 and "The Oblong Box"there is an un -
folding in combination with a dominant effect*
QThe importance of a definite level of suspense, from the first
7 ft
sentence, to challenge the reader f, s curiosity, is pointed out by
Poe, and observed carefully in the application- It is an in -
trinsic structural component, quite demanding on the author*9
The "first sentence" idea leads to the in mediae res ar -
rangement,. with such fascinating starts ae:
"True! 1 - nervous - very, very dreadfully nervous I 10had been and am; but why will you say that I am madr"
1 op.clt. rp.641.
aib.,-o.l2fV. 3ib.,p.l40. 4p.230. p fl481.
6
J.
Cooper,Vol.VI, pp. 347-8. ' N.Hawthorne,Vol.V.p.397. SC.Dickens,
Vol.VII^p.35. wibid. ig"'The Tell-Tale Heart"', op.cit. ,p.3J035.
C1
"We had now reached the summit of the loftiest
crag. For some minuses the old man seemed too much
exhausted to speak."
Such openings add much to his artistry, among his top-calibre
tales.
Poe typically sustains the keen pitch of tantalizing suspense.
The whisperings, and the very name, of Wilson; the stranger"©
2
"nervous unctlom1* in "The Assignation"; the prescient intro -
ductlon of the masonic trowel in "The Cask of Amontillado"'; the
'balm before the storm 1* in "A Descent into the Maelstrom"'; the
excruciations of spirit in "The Pit and the Pendulum"'; the
carried-over foreboding, that is also the effect, in "The Man. of
the Crowd"' - illustrate his method. His understanding of the
ideas of suggestion and of bulldlngrup of effect and denouement,
admit a paramount measure of suspense.
Including some degree of dramatic-, situation, but combining;
Imaginative speculation with, effect, are "The Island of the Pay"'
"Shadow"', "Silence"1 , and his post-terrestrial colloquies. The
descriptive and reflective "Domain, of Arnheim" and "Landor^s
Cottage" read a sort of passive drama into the subject along
the lines of effect.
The principle of coneentration, in the form of brevity and
intensity, applies to prose fiction, as we saw it apply in poetry
"During the hour of perusal ' the soul of the reader is at the
writer r s controls. There are no external or extrinsic influences
arising from weariness or interruption.."' (The unco-ordinated
"Narrative of A. Gordon Pym"' and "The Journal of Julius Rodman" :
1 op.cit. ,p.ta7. 2 ib.,p.290. 3N. Hawthorne, Vol.V, p. 297.

seem to be outside his forte by confession.) At the same time,
emotions, while intense, are adequately moderated^ apart from
some possibly over-strong, themes, of which we treated - with
mention, at the same time, of Poe^s general"reticence we
find as we did in the poetry a development that is progressive
and varied, with good amplification of elements to register in
full, but not extreme, degree.
A propos of the broad question to which we above referred
loosely as the problem of the "real" and the "unreal"' in Poe,
there is added specific illumination to be found in his prose.
This enlightenment is twofold: namely, in respect of ratioci -
nation and verisimilitude.
The high value he places on that "species of ratiocination
2
altogether out of keeping with the brain of a bookworm"' (he con-
siders that "some of the finest tales" are of this type) and
the eminent success he himself has had in the field of the
logical tale are further proof of a logical turn of mind.
The excellent cryptographic reasoning in "The Gold Bug"1 re -
veals how closely pr%ise he could be, and also reflects the
eager interest and skill he displayed in puzziles (cf . "Mystifi-
cation", "Cryptography"', "Three Sundays in a Week") The abstract,
complicated chain of reasoning whereby he builds up a chain of
evidence based on the Calculus of Probabilities In "The Mystery
of Marie Roget"illustrates, to use his own words, how "'the most
rigidly exact in science" can be perfectly compatible with "the
4
most intangible in §06031^10^.' Again, in "The Murders in thelJ.Cooper,Vol.VI,p.247. "The Rationale of Verse ,Vol. IV, p. 307.
3u^Hawthome ,ypX.y^.p^e8...
,
4op^t . ,*p.i6*. ', , . ...
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Rue Morgue*, he applies the keenest sort of analysis, making,
also, some very discerning observations on the nature of true
acumen and wisdom. "The Purloined. Letter" marvelously illus -
trates the identification of one's intellect with that of an -
other "s. (Dupin, by the way, - it should be remembered is the
historical predecessor of Sherlock Holmes.) "The Oblong, Box."
displays a penetrating detective spirit. "Maelzel^s Chess Play-
er"' corroborates Poe f, s power of searching and elaborate thought-
processes. The stratagems set forth, in "The Maelstrdm"' and-
"The Pit and the Pendulum 1*" indicate the scientific tendency*
Another manifestation of the rational element in Poe is seen
in the appearance of interpolated speculations of a general sort
Examples aret the prologue of "The Imp of the Perverse" i the
pseudo-scientific mesmeric sketches; and, especially, the de-
scriptive sketches ("The Domain of Arnheim" and "Landor^s Cot-
tage'*), where philosophy and art are wondrously/ combined in the
analysis and exemplification of ideality. (Incidentally, his
"Eureka"', whatever its other values* at least strongly brings
out the proclivity to abstraction.)
The "potent magic" 1 of verisimilitude lies in truth-seeming
which enlists the reader "s belief in an unusual supposition3or
4
a bare truth: Thus, the object is conviction, to be attained by
supplementary detail (often Crusoe-like5 ), indirect expression,
and any other devices that will aid credibility. Literal ac -
1
"Marginalia", Vol.VII,#210,p.203 . 2 "Mr. Longfellow, Mr.Willis,
and the Drama", Vol. VII, p. 187 ;and cf. "Von Kempelen and His Dis-
covery" , "Works"p. 82. 3R.Blrd,Vol.Vl,pp.63ff . *ib. 2 ( "Mr.Longf
.
,
etc".) ^Marginalia", ib. 6R.Bird,ib.
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curacy of the "truth"' conveyed is not always necessary, for
artistic purposes, he explains in offering this doctrine*
Supplementary detail is introduced by means of assumed frame-
work, separate factual details in the "body of the work, or
'"learned 1* references, in each, case giving added flavor of reality
to his rich graphic power. A deceptive matter-of-factness of
tone that Poe handles so well enhances effect; it harmonizes
well with ratiocination, and in the "wilder" tales tends to com-
pensate for unbelief. The "'Crusoe-like"' approach is notably seen
in his hoaxes and adventure stories*
The "Indirect expression" he mentions comprises suggestive
force, already indicated.
Other devices, coming under the heading of general reader -
appeal, spring from the same intention of verisimilitude* An
outstanding one is the predominant use of the first person in
narrative, with the result that the psychological element we
have discussed is made all the more significant - "it is far
better to have a dearth of Incident, with skilful observations
upon it, than the utmost variety of event without" (note our
previous mention of the author's anticipating incredulousness)
;
it also gives a "binding ef f ect"'. ^Recall, also, that character
was to appeal to the reader"s interest; that suspense was to
arouse his curiosity; and that the author's aim, indeed, is to
"control"' the reader's soul at all times, allowing him, still,
to figure out much for himself.
X F. Marryatt, Vol. Vii, p. 17. 2 cf. N. Hawthorne, Vol. V., p.
297; J. Cooper, Vol. VI, p. 248.

Poe says much in favor of a lively wit(numor was seen above to
be a variation of fancy). It must be confessed that many of his
efforts in this direction are trivial, and of passing interest,
if any. His satirical manner is most effective, though uneven.
(we are not considering here the presence or absence of the
charity he calls for2 ) . On the other hand, there are many in-
stances of rare humor.
His ridicule of the professors and their hexameters in "The
Rationale of Verse" should be mentioned as evidence of a true
sense of humor. Jupiter is a well-handled dialect character.
Dupin"s witty showing-up of the police is classic* M» Halliard &
"soothing system" and the farcical conviviality of "Dr. Tarr and
Prof. Pether" is quite funny, in. a Dickensiart way. The mock-
heroic tone of "Hans Pfaal" is charming. The exaggerated pot -
pourri of "A Predicament" has a delicious lugubriousness* The
drawing-room rivalry of "The Little Frenchman", between Sir
Pathrick 0 'Grand i son, Barronitt, and Mounseer the Count-A-Goose-
Look-Aisy-Maiter-di-dauns ("the spalpeeny long name of the littJe
ould furriner Frinchman as lived over the way1), contains real
comedy. Poe's profoundly descanting Mummy, who has not yet heard
of the latest patent medicines, is ingratiating; the dig at polit-
icians is apt. That elaborate tour-de-force in the form of
bathos, "'The Spectacles", supplies much fun, although the re-
mote-maternity angle may be overdone. "Never Bet the Devil Your
Head" combines grimness with some "good cracks" "A Tale of
Jerusalem" offers a measure of amusement on an
l°f
.
A
.Hood,Vol.V,flp.l81»;F.Halleck,Vol.V,p.94;A.
3Cf.L.0Bborn tVol.V r p.a9;E!.<3aT»g<>rv
old theme. "'Le
Mowatt ,Vol . V, p . 66
.
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Due de L f Omelette features tart Gallicisms in burlesque form* The
frequent grotesqueness encountered is not always unredeemed (cf.
"Thou Art the Man", "The Homo-Camelopard"
,
"King Pest"). However,
a number of pieces simplydo not go over (cf. "Loss of Breath"',
"The Angel of the Odd", X-ing a Paragrab" )
.
Tnere is a sort of ironic humor in "The Raven"' { "archness"
may fit poetry, he says ) His many other ironies, gentle or
grim, represent opposites to which he was able to go in inter-
preting the incongruities of life.
xtiis question or humor helps us to understand Poej he really
did try to see the lighter side, quite often, but his attitudes
took on. mingled colorations.
Another pertinent matter is the extent of Poe's general
emphasis on formal moral and spiritual matters. Let us delve
into these somewhat, beyond such Indications as have been
given.
2Didactics may be an undercurrent in the highest art. Pur -
thermore, instruction is referable to ultimate happinese,
and . the .virtues have beauty , of their qwn^Foers±.er4asees a self-
contradiction as to parallel £>r ^Dominate role.
Anthropomorphic Deity is not/conceived^ but the idea of
God is generally admitted^ 3. In fact, belief in God is tied
6 7in with the idea of Beauty and unity* the loftiest urgings
a
come from the contemplation of the divine universe.
His theory of art, of course, as we have seen, implies
1 J .Bralnard, Vol .V,p.223 . 2Cf ."Longfellow 1^ Ballads"',Vol .Vlfaee .
PP.209, 216. 3H.Cockton,Vol.VII,pp.20-t. 4"Longfellow's BalSatf 1*
ib.,p.214. 5J.Bralnard, Vol. V, p. 217. 6R.Home,Vol.VI, p. 295.
°athough,cf ."Marginalia",Vol.VII,#4,p,56 7c f. supra
g,,Mr. Longfellow, Mr. Willis,and zae Drama", Vol.VI, p»8l. 4a-next p.

the soul^nd its enduring state. He finds the idea a chal -
lenge 3 , but does not doubt its validity? He denounces the
Philosophy that lowers man fl s place in creation^ and he speaks
forth of "'the august purposes for which the Deity had im -
planted the poetic sentiment in man?5
In his poems the influence of morality is chiefly negative,
preserving a quality of chastity and nobility even at his
darkest moments; Stedman calls him "devotional". 0 Positive
didacticism is not embodied. Note, however, that there are
subordinate concepts of guilt in "Al Aaraaf"' and "Tamerlane";
there are references to conscience, perhaps, in the attitude
of the pilgrim in "The Coliseum", as well as in the mention
of sin in "The Conqueror Worm"' and of evil and hell in "'The
City in the Sea'.11 In the tales conscience and perversity are
important motives, while "William Wilson"' explicitly takes
conscience as its central theme; the tale, however, is not
of its essence within the province of ideality, thus per -
mltting greater compass.
The religious note in his art is never very strong; it, is
seen mostly in incidental references to Q-od and the Bible.
"Hymn" and "Al Aaraaf" have some rather prominent religious
concepts. Note, however, that his presentation of the idea
of soul has definitely spiritual connotations.
We shall close with a few considerations on general style-
qualities in Poe. "No critic that ever lived has so persist-
l^fn^MfifMph^^
op.oit. ,p.604. 6Steaman,op.cit.,p.267.*add-4pS4:Lynch,Vol.V,p.4»

ently and skilfully pointed out the absurdities and incon -
gruities of phrase and grammar as Poe has in nearly all his
reviews, even in such writers as Mrs. Browning." 1 "No Ameri-
can writer save Hawthorne ever wrote and re-wrote with such
sane and constant care." 2
Poe has unusual adaptability of style. He can be eloquent
or terse, imaginative or scientific, serious or humorous, as
the occasion may require; his resources of vocabulary are
wide. In passing, we may note that the connotations in which
he uses a few of his words (e.g. : "depended", "insulated") are
now dated; although his poetic, diction makes a few ooncea**
sions to tradition, it is forceful etymologically and grace-
fully combined in composition.
He has a strong tendency to the use of dash and italics,
but derives from them valuable intensity and expressiveness
(he censured the overdoing of the dash by earlier writers );
thus
:
"Now hear it? - yes, I hear it, and have heard it.
Long - long - long, -many minutes, many hours, many
days, have I heard it - yet I dared not - oh, pity
me, miserable wretch that I amt - I dared not. - I 4
dared, not speak I: We have put her living in the tomb) !
"
5
That onomatopoeic quality which is the most typical aspect
of his poetic music is seen, often, interestingly carried
over into his prose; thus:
"Here the vast bed of the waters, seamed and.
*Cody,op.cit. ,p.U8. 2^ichardson, op. cit. „p. 99, v. 2.
3
"Marginalia",Vol.VII,#5,p.58. 4,f The Fall of the House of
Usher", op. cit.
,
p. 345
.
5
c f.Fruit, op. cit.
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scarred into a thousand conflicting channels, burst
suddenly into phrensied convulsion- - heaving, boiling,
hissing - gyrating in gigantic and innumerable vor -
tices, and all plunging on to the eastward with a
i rapidity which water never elsewhere assumes, except
in precipitous descents."
One of Poe's contemporary editors, in discussing Poe's
style, made a remark that we may still appropriately repeat \
he found: "no uncertain grammar, no feeble phraseology, no
ill-placed punctuation, no worn-out truisms, no strong thought
elaborated into weakness. Logic and imagination were combined
in rare consistency'.12
As we now look back over our examination of Poe's realm
of art, in both theory and practice, we see that he had a
rather definite sense of values, to which he remained in large
* measure loyal. The poetic instinct was clearly that part of
his artistic nature which received his greatest reverence,
but his was by no means a "one-track" personality. Many of
his attitudes were highly individualistic and his level of
excellence in achievement was certainly irregular, but the
patterns we have been able to trace have significance and
validity. He might have been a "martyr by mistake"? but we
leave him with the wistful thought that the echo of "Poe" in
"wqCt}VI$" ought to be more than just a coincidence.
luA Descent into the MaelstrOm','op.cit. ,p.l29. 2cf.Rice,S.,
"Edgar Allan Poe
'.
'Memorial Volume. Trumbull Bros. , Baltimore,
1877, p. 59. 3Sllcer,T. ,
"
From Poet to Premier? Grolier, London
and New York, 1909, p. 40."

ABSTRACT
This study of Poe"s application of his critical standards
transmits certain factors deemed extrinsic: "borrowings"', hy-
pothetical pathology, Grub St. considerations, etc. Do note
that he contemns commercialism, and takes a drill-master at. -
titude.
His "psychal" : basis may appear somewhat nebulous, but he
insists on agreement between theory and practice. His supreme
genius stems from "ideality": the "enthusiastic appreciation
of the beautiful'.' Beauty is one with the harmony anticipated
by the soul; its criterion is taste.
Ideality approaches hints of beauty through the imagination,
which "creates" TtLa unusual and suggestively indefinite com -
binatlons of matter and form; the result of imagination is
elevating effect, with concentration to match the transiency
of "psychal"' excitements.
Poetry is the primary domain of the imagination, for its
"rhythm", or music, gives angelic echoes. The yearning note
in his poetry is his most characteristic. However, the pa -
thos - or melancholy - is to be kept within bounds, for pas -
sion, or anything below, is unworthy of beauty.
He most generally concretizes the spirit of "pleasurable
sadness" in the association of a beautiful woman with death,
in an "unimpassioned* way, with an undulating level of poetic
hope running through.. The variant ideas of life-in-death and
echoes of past existence are connected with his nether-world*
giving hints of beauty. More direct interpretations of moods
of soul show tormented spirit and lost dreams of youths the
more somber qualities are not unredeemed. Ever-present is
the challenge to his soul.
Novelty is the starting-point of Imagination in the embodi-
ment of his "ideal" conceptions. Poe f's "creative" representa-
tion reveals intrinsic artistry, adapted to purpose. A ju -
dicious symbolism through figurative representation is vigor-
ously recommended and tellingly handled.. More direct compari-
sons, explicit and implicit, are similarly incorporated. The
related values of good contrast are stressed and repeatedly
applied. A richness of fertile imagery is generally evidenced
in the salience and indefinlteness of idealization. The cast-
ing of a spell of atmosphere, through a delightful picture -
frame setting in particular, is a principle exemplified.
Technical word-artistry, being a form of music, brings us
closest to the supernal. There is a minimum of rules, and they
are to be ever refreshingly invigorated. Rhythm proper allows
less freedom of play than meter and stanza, he states; but he
is able to give it not a little adaptation in the interests of
euphony, celerity, vehemence, end-emphasis, etc. Meter and
stanza are adapted according to the special possibilities Poe

sees in them, especially in the combination of types. Rhyme
is one of his outstanding resources; he uses it both in con-
ventional manner (or can do without) , and in the unusual and
unexpected fashion which he praises as being of unique ima -
Sanative value (note internal rhymes) . Repetend-refrain,
connected with rhyme, is lauded if applied with felicity and
originality; he himself reveals distinctive mastery of the
device. In the onomatopoeia he describes and embodies (de -
grees of which are present in the technical aspects already
mentioned), can be truly seen the closest approach to that
supernal musie: alliteration, assonance, liquids, open vowels,
catalectlcs, and terms echoing sense are blended in marvelous
concert.
His work shows that his forte is in the concentrated form
he calls for in the "ideal"; a happy medium of development,
for "one sitting,", of intense theme and tone is carried out*
The crystallization of mood in a dominant effect, built up by
the principles of unity (modeled after the divine universe).,
proportion, and growth, is remarkably produced.
There are more than a few indications that Poe belonged to
a "real* as well as an "unreal* world. First, his critical ap
proach itself is based on a "detective spirit" and the pro -
cesses of analysis. Second, he rejects "inspiration" as a
substitute for application (hence, "'poetic license" is mere
"liberty"), admitting, the while,, that ideality is a sort of
"sixth sense* Third, he is ever aware, as he details, of the
reader he is addressing, even from his Ideal world; even at
his most personal, he draws upon, basic soul -urges * uses a na-
tural tone, and challenges curiosity. Fourth,, he praises and
incorporates certain, classical elements despite his romantl *
clsm.
Though categories proper are separated, many poetic ele -
ments are carried over into prose (and, in fact, vice-versa ,
as regards a "partial prosaiclsm*) : actual passages of poetry
can be inserted^ concepts, transferred, etc. "TSureka" and "Po-
ll tian" are atypical in their genres .
The brief prose-tale type, his second order of genius, finds
latitude in originality that is not necessarily "ideal*. A
number of concepts can, in some way, be related to his poetry
the complex of lovely woman-melancholy-death- "unworldline ss
"
i
"life-in-death" and "life before"; and a depression, that can
pproach morbidity.
Extension of principles seen can be applied to forms of
creative" or nearly -"creative "representation that appear. The
symbolic- comparative mode, contrast, vivid concreteness are
significantly exemplified.
Suggestive atmosphere has a vital role.
Character is to be "lifelike", but original. His women ha
the Platonic cast; his general tendency in character is to -

ward the unconventional and "Imaginative, with great emphasis
on psychology. Indeed, Poe gives us much psychological self-
characterizationi (note influence, continued, of the fascina -
tion of soul). Dialogue must fit the characters, he says;, his
several uses of it indicate ability in this respect. Similar-
ly of personal descriptions.
Specific "pifean" in his tales generally is based on the
doctrine of effect, though in ratiocination is found technical
"insectiform" plot; consistency and logic are prescribed. He
excels in both types. Suspense, for attuned interest, is re-
quired and masterfully employed:, from the first sentence* Con-
centration is applied, as in the poetry.
Further enlightenment as to "real" and "unreal 1* is given in
the prose. Logical reasoning, to which he explicitly attaches
great value as a prime factor in tales, is superbly demonstra-
ted on many occasions..; there are many subordinate indications.
In demanding and enlisting the arts of verisimilitude, he a -
gain takes the reader •'s point of view; his means are supple -
mentary detaiL, "indirect expression" (suggestion), and mis -
cellaneoue (first-person narrative; suspense, character, etc.
to be directed to reader r s interest)
The lively wit he praises and often attempts enjoys mixed
success.
In formal moral and spiritual matters, in which Poe in. his
expositions shows great interest and some conviction* he re -
mains true to his general theories by keeping ideality pre-
eminent*
Purity and adaptability of style in general are at all times
called for and manifested.
Following his prophetic mission, Poe, we conclude, in his
important efforts, applied his critical standards commendably.
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